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Schedule of Core Team Meetings
All meetings will occur at central administration in the board room with the exception of June
19 th .
June 11: 7-10:00
June 19: 7-10:00 *At PVI in the multipurpose room.*
June 26: 7-10:00
July 3: 12:00-3:00
July 10: 12:00-3:00
July 26: 12:00-3:00
July 31: 7-10:00
September 26: 8:00-9:30
November 27: 8:30-9:30
January 29: 8:00-9:30
February 25: 8:00-9:30
March 26: 8:00-9:30
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Section II: Mission and Vision Statements
Pleasant Valley School District
School District Vision Statement:
Pleasant Valley School District will provide a safe learning environment that promotes academic
excellence for all learners. Our vision is to equip students with the skills necessary to be informed,
healthy, productive, and responsible citizens in a progressive society.
School District Mission Statement:
Excellence in Education: A Community Commitment

Birth to Five Division
Birth to Five Literacy Vision Statement:
To engage young children in a literacy-rich environment supported by all educators, parents and
community, combined with intentional teaching of key concepts.
Birth to Five Literacy Mission Statement:
To deliver an evidence-based, developmentally appropriate early literacy curriculum that
seamlessly connects all domains of learning with consistency and continuity.
Birth to Five Narrative:
The birth to five literacy vision is aligned with the PaCLP and the Pleasant Valley Improvement
Project in the following ways:
• Commitment to intentional teaching supported by professional development;
• The delivery of a high-quality developmentally appropriate early literacy curriculum that reflects
the investment in challenging every child;
• The literacy-rich environment supported by educators, parents and the community speaks to
shared ownership;
• The connection of all domains of learning in a high-quality early literacy curriculum supports the
goal of 100% proficiency in student literacy.
The PaCLP speaks to both the content of literacy and the processes by which stakeholders w ll facilitate
learning. The birth to five mission and vision statements reflect content in the description of the
curriculum and process in the reference to intentional teaching.
Current early learning initiatives include a literacy-rich environment supported by a curriculum
with a literacy component. Assessments address both the environment and the progress of individual
children. These initiatives align seamlessly with additional assessments and an enhanced kindergarten
transition plan. Literacy development for early learners will be scaffolded to expand knowledge to
support successful transitions.
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Elementary Division : K-3
Elementary Vision Statement:
All students in the Pleasant Valley Elementary division, grades K-3 will become independent and
proficient readers across all content areas that are prepared for the challenges of the 21s t century.
Elementary Mission Statement:
The Pleasant Valley Elementary Division Literacy Plan will guide staff, administration and the
community to develop effective literacy skills and experiences for students across all content areas. We
believe there are no excuses for student learning, everyone owns every child, all students can achieve
success and student motivation leads to success. The vehicles for the literacy plan are ongoing
professional development in the 8 components of effective literacy instruction and data driven decision
making.
Elementary Narrative:
The Pleasant Valley Elementary Division supports the school district's mission; Excellence in
Education: A Community Commitment through the development of shared core values. The Elementary
Division believes motivation leads to success, and that there are no excuses for student learning in order
for all students to achieve. In addition, we are motivated to create a positive and safe school culture where
students receive the skills necessary to be informed, healthy, productive and responsible citizens. This
alignment to the essential elements of the PaCLP, including quality ongoing professional development,
vesting in challenging every child, and implementing shared ownership, creates a school community
committed to pursuing 100% proficiency in student literacy.

Intermediate Division: 4-6
Intermediate Literacy Vision Statement:
All students in PVI, grades 4 — 6, are motivated to think critically, analyze text, and communicate
effectively through oral and written language in all content areas.
Intermediate Literacy Mission Statement:
The PVI Literacy Plan will provide maximum growth opportunities for all students and staff
through the use of innovative instructional practices, shared ownership of students, and data driven
decision-making. The plan will include: 1) ongoing professional development for staff, 2) data analysis
sessions, 3) teaching reading across all content areas, 4) individual and group reflection through
professional learning communities — in the pursuit of 100% proficiency in literacy.
Intermediate Narrative:
When developing excellence in literacy education as a component of the district mission
statement, it is imperative to have stakeholder involvement, including but not limited to: students, parents,
educators, and the community. We believe that all students can learn to read through a variety of learning
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opportunities. These learning opportunities will encourage students to think critically, analyze text, and
communicate effectively through oral and written language in all content areas in the pursuit of 100%
proficiency in literacy. We feel that students who are independent and proficient readers will be informed,
healthy, productive, and responsible citizens ready to successfully face the challenges of the 21 8' century.
The statement is a direct correlation to the Guiding Principles and Essential Elements of the PaCLP.

Middle School Division: 7-8
Middle Literacy Vision Statement:
All students in the PV Middle will develop a command of literacy through differentiated
instruction in comprehension, metacognitive skills, writing, knowledge of text structure and the influence
of text on reading in a technological society.
Middle Literacy Mission Statement:
PV Middle School aspires to create an environment that promotes high level learning for all
students. All instruction incorporates literacy as a tool for learning to meet the challenges of the 21'
century. Reading Apprenticeship lessons are incorporated seamlessly throughout all content area classes.
Teachers collaborate to develop evidence based lessons in order to differentiate instruction to meet the
needs of all learners. As part of the learning process students are actively setting literacy goals for
themselves.
Middle Narrative:
A comprehensive literacy plan provides smooth transition for all students from birth to grade 12.
This ensures that a greater number of students achieve proficiency which supports the school district's
mission: Excellence in Education. By using the PaCLP as a framework for our mission and vision
statements, PV Middle School feels we are providing quality literacy instruction as well as developing
lifelong learners.

High Division: 9-12
High Vision Statement:
All students in the Pleasant Valley High School will be provided quality literacy instruction by
staff in order to promote academic and personal success.
High Mission Statement:
All students at PVHS will become well-educated citizens with a command of literacy that
prepares them for the challenges of the 21 8' century.
High Narrative:
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All PVHS staff members have the belief that students can succeed when teachers utilize best
literacy practices. All literacy initiatives will be grounded in research and data driven. Initiatives
including Reading Apprenticeship, Universal Design for Learning and Literacy Design Collaborative
be integrated across content areas. Teachers will be provided with coaching, support, training, and
guidance in these frameworks. A procedure will be in place to ensure fidelity and accountability of these
frameworks. All stakeholders will understand that initiatives are an on-going process and often take time
to be fully implemented. As a result of this vision and mission statement, a long term commitment has
been made to integrate these literacy frameworks and all of the essential elements of the PaCLP into all
content area classes.
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Section III: Guiding Principles
• Literacy is a critical foundation for all learning and serves as a "keystone" for opportunity
and success. The Standards for literacy must promote high level learning for all students to
ensure that they are prepared to meet the challenges of the 20 century. Because literacy is
an important skill in itself and serves as a tool for learning, it is an essential at all levels
(Birth-Grade 12). Moreover, to enhance literacy learning of students, there must be shared
responsibility of educators, parents and caretakers, and the broader community.
Literacy learning is a strong focus of the Pleasant Valley School District and its early
childhood partners. We are committed to high quality, data-driven literacy instruction. The vision,
goals, and core values in the school district's literacy plan reflect our shared responsibility to this
commitment to our students, staff, and community that promotes academic excellence for all
learners. This principle is supported through the alignment of the common core standards with the
curriculum. In addition, the use of technology, birth-grade 12 quality initiatives, and on-going
professional development reinforce literacy as a critical foundation for all learning. Best practices
align with this principle through the implementation of the district-wide literacy plan. Staff
incorporates instructional planning based on learning standards and data, participates in
classroom observations and walkthroughs, and actively engages in professional development
opportunities including peer modeling and coaching. We believe that literacy instruction is a
shared responsibility of all stakeholders.

2. Students learning, motivation, and access to educational opportunities are increased when
linguistic, cultural, and personal experiences are valued, understood, represented in the
curriculum and classroom practice, and used to help students make connections between
what they know and what they are learning. Multiple perspectives and experiences provide
opportunities for students to learn about their own as well as the culture of others.
The Pleasant Valley school district recognizes that linguistic, cultural and personal
experiences are essential to student learning, birth to grade twelve. In developing these
connections the Pleasant Valley community has embraced and implemented an inclusive
philosophy birth to grade 12, which increases awareness of cultural differences including the
special and individual needs of students. One vehicle to success the District utilizes is a diversity
task force, which promotes and celebrates diversity among faculty, students and the community.
Through the work of this task force, exchanges of cultural differences are shared, explained,
described, and appreciated. Programs such as Night of Unity, responsible inclusive practices,
award recognition of the arts, as well as academic and sports, and the District ELL program
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provides multiple perspectives and experiences for students to learn about their own as well as the
culture of others.

3. There must be high expectations for all learners and a belief that all are capable of gaining
literacy skills that enable them to be successful as adults. Instruction must address the full
range of learners, must be differentiated to meet each child's needs, and requires a wellintegrated system connecting general, compensatory, gifted, and special education.
The Pleasant Valley School District is committed to providing all children access to high
quality literacy instruction that is evidence based, data driven, and aligned to an articulated
progression of the Common Core and the Early Learning Standards. Through curriculum task
forces the planned course curriculum guides are revised on an annual basis. Professional
development strengthens the capacity of educators to deliver high literacy standards for every
child. The three district literacy coaches and full-time technology coach assist teachers in
planning and implementing instruction that is differentiated to meet the needs of all learners.
Reading specialists assist K through12 students through personalized support to meet the diverse
literacy needs. The implementation of Reading Apprenticeship has ensured that reading is taught
through all content areas. The birth to age five program is based on the latest research on early
brain development and how children learn, recognizing the vital role of the teacher in connecting
content, teaching and learning. A commitment to maintaining a literacy-rich environment helps
each child develop a strong language foundation. Teachers balance child development expertise
with knowledge of the individual child and their family. With this awareness of each child's
needs and abilities, teachers are able to integrate age-appropriate activities that enhance high
quality literacy instruction.

4. Evidence-based decision-making must be at the heart of all instructional decisions related to
literacy development.
Pleasant Valley School District teachers utilize various sources of data — summative,
formative, benchmark, and diagnostic to ascertain the literacy needs of their students. The
Pleasant Valley School District has developed a coherent, comprehensive literacy plan across all
grades that provide teachers with information to guide student instruction. Instructional decisions
are based upon data and evidence based practices i.e. PSSA, PVAAS, eMetric (trend data). In
addition, teachers analyze benchmarking data from DIBELS, 4Sight and progress monitoring
through the use of skill inventories and diagnostic assessments. Pleasant Valley School District
has trained data leaders to assist in the analysis and instructional decision-making to differentiate
instruction for students. The birth to age five program is dedicated to educating children based on
their individual developmental needs. This is accomplished in part by gathering data through
regular screenings and assessments, using inclusive methods that are respectful of families as well
as each child's experience and ability. Individual observations, portfolios of the children's work,
and a preschool diagnostic assessment of literacy skills are used to develop a curriculum that
support each child's ability to learn. Teachers participate in data analysis training provided by
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PVSD to gain skills in identifying areas of strength and concern, as well as in adjusting the
curriculum based on the evidence gathered.

5. Educators must be prepared to teach effectively in the schools of the 21 st century and be
provided with continuing professional development support that enables them to be lifelong
learners.
The Pleasant Valley school district is committed to delivering effective; research based
instructional practices to students by supporting the continued professional development of its
educators, in order to prepare children birth to grade 12 as lifelong learners in the 21 century. By
obtaining perceptual, demographic, school processes and student achievement data through
district wide needs assessments, informal and formal classroom observations, and staff surveys,
the school district identifies and prioritizes needed staff development. Based on this data, Pleasant
Valley develops a plan for professional development that is specific to the individual needs of its
educators. Through strong instructional leadership, modeling, peer coaching, co-teaching,
collaboration, and professional learning communities, the School District continues to grow and
improve literacy instruction birth to grade 12.

*Representatives from all statutory areas came together to provide input reflecting viewpoints from all
stakeholder groups. The purpose of these meetings was to discuss the Guiding Principles and Essential
Elements and how each one related to the statutory areas. Through this, our team was able to synthesize
the information and create one common plan.
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Section IV: Needs Assessment Review and Goal Setting
Standards and Curriculum
The Early Learning Standards guide infant through pre-kindergarten curriculum. Teachers of young children create a literacy-rich environment
with a focus on the development of oral language. The PA Common Core State Standards (CCSS) were the keystone in creating our newly revised K-12
English, reading, language arts curriculum. The elementary, intermediate, and secondary literacy coaches created learning objectives based on these
standards. Whenever possible, the same objective was used for K-12. The coaches then incorporated each grade-level specific standard into the essential
content. The Pleasant Valley Language Arts task force, that is made up of K-12 English, reading, language arts teachers, examined the curricula to ensure
that there was vertical articulation. The PA Comprehensive Literacy plan was utilized while creating the instructional activity section of the curriculum.
The instructional activities incorporate best practices in English, reading, language arts instruction. Scaffolding, modeling and metacognitive awareness
activities are key elements of the instructional activity portion. These best practices will help all learners succeed, regardless of where they are on the
learning continuum.

In Place - Standards and curriculum
Birth — 5 yrs.

• Literacy-rich curriculum aligned with the PA Early Learning Standards for infants through kindergarteners. These standards provide
a framework and foundation for what children should know. The Standards connect previous learning to new material.
• District literacy coaches working with the B-5 teachers to enhance the curriculum.

K —3 rd grade

The RtIl framework is in place as an instructional model including:
• Fall,Winter, and Spring data analysis sessions to determine effectiveness of instruction/delivery of curriculum and needs of students.
• A universal screener: DIBELS Next is used for benchmark and progress monitoring data.
• Floughton Mifflin's Journeys series serves as a core reading and language arts program used in grades Kindergarten through third
grade. Reading, writing, speaking and listening are integrated daily.
• Updated Planned Course Curriculum Guides are aligned with Common Core State Standards
• Literacy Coach and Data Leaders
• LETRS (Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling) manuals
• Instructional planning sheets (list of phonemic awareness and phonics skills) for K-3rd grade
The RtII framework is in place as an instructional model including:
• Fall,Winter, and Spring data analysis sessions to determine effectiveness of instruction/delivery of curriculum and needs of students.
• A universal screener: DIBELS Next is used for benchmark and progress monitoring data
• Houghton Mifflin's Journeys series serves as a core reading and language arts program used in fourth through sixth grades. Reading,
writing, speaking and listening are integrated daily.
• Updated Planned Course Curriculum Guides are aligned with Common Core State Standards
• Literacy Coach
• LETRS (Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling) manuals
• Reading Apprenticeship training for members of the social studies and science departments.

A th _

4

6ihgrade
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— 8 th grade

9th — 12th grade

Pieces of the RtII framework are in place as an instructional model including:
• Fall,Winter, and Spring data analysis sessions to determine effectiveness of instruction/delivery of curriculum and needs of students.
• A universal screener: 4Sight
• Updated Planned Course Curriculum Guides are aligned with Common Core State Standards
• Literacy Coach
• Reading Apprenticeship training for all faculty members.
• Literacy Coach, who is a WestEd Consultant, working daily with teachers to integrate literacy in all content areas using Reading
Apprenticeship strategies.
• A universal screener: GRADE
• Technology Coach
• LIRA Trained Social Studies Teacher
• LIRA Trained Science Teacher
• Reading Benchmarks in ELA classes
• Fall, Winter and Spring data analysis sessions to determine effectiveness of instruction/delivery of curriculum and needs of students
for KTO Social Studies and Science Teachers
• Updated Planned Course Curriculum Guide aligned with Common Core State Standards
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Birth — 5 yrs.

Not in P
Standards and
Curriculum

KtO Content Area Modules that
would assist

Other Professional Development!
Resources that would assist

•

Formal bridging of programs
from birth to age five to form a
continuum within the literacy
curriculum.
Scaffolded literacy curriculum
from B-K.

•
•
•

•

• Professional development to
analyze the revised curriculum,
which aligns with the Common
Core State Standards, and relate
that curriculum to the core
reading program in place.
• A common framework and
rubrics to instruct and assess
writing.
• Professional development to
analyze the revised curriculum,
which aligns with the Common
Core State Standards, and relate
that curriculum to ELA
instruction
• Incorporate content area teachers
in the RtII framework
• A common framework and
rubrics to instruct and assess
writing.
• Professional development to
analyze the revised curriculum,
which aligns with the Common
Core State Standards, and relate
that curriculum to ELA
instruction
• A common framework and
rubrics to instruct and assess

•
•
•

•

K —3th grade

— 6h grade

7th — 8 th grade

Building Blocks
Family Literacy
ELL

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Transitions
UDL
LDC

Reading Apprenticeship
Transitions
UDL
LDC

Reading Apprenticeship
Transitions
UDL
LDC

•
•
•

Guidance for the formal bridging of programs
from birth to age five to form a continuum
within the literacy curriculum.
Evaluating ECE curriculum with literacy
coaches to ensure best practices.
Uniform PD on literacy curriculum.
Opportunities for peer observations and
debriefing sessions
Common Core professional development (IU)
Training related to writing rubrics and
instruction

• LETRS Module I and 4 training for content
area teachers
• Coaching for content area teachers
• Common Core professional development (IU)
• Training related to writing rubrics and
instruction

•
•
•
•

Data Analysis and Instructional Planning
sessions
Using technology in the classroom for
differentiating instruction
Training related to writing rubrics and
instruction
Common Core professional development
(Literacy coach)
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9th — 12th
grade

•

•

•

•
•

•

writing.
Reading, writing, speaking and
listening systematically
integrated throughout the day in
all subject areas
Professional development to
analyze the revised curriculum,
which aligns with the Common
Core State Standards, and relate
that curriculum to ELA
instruction
Professional development to
assist English teachers in
utilizing GRADE data to inform
instruction,
Reading Apprenticeship
Trainings facilitated by LIRA
trained content- specific experts
Year two in-class coaching and
support for KTO teachers.
Work with new group of SS and
Science Teachers on data
analysis, safety in the classroom,
and utilizing the RA framework.
Data Analysis and Instructional
Planning sessions for all
departments

•

•
•
•
•

Reading Apprenticeship Module
The CCSS and LDC
Using Data for Decision Making
Successful Transitions along the Literacy
Continuum
• UDL

Reading Apprenticeship refresher sessions

• RAISE Training Cohort 3 August 2013
• After-School Technology In-Service Trainings
facilitated by High School Technology Coach
• Student-surveys designed by literacy coaches
aimed at informing teachers in regard to
student perception of student-centered
activities in the classroom.
• Extensive professional development collection
available to all staff in the high school library
that includes numerous books on best literacy
practices and 21st century student-centered
instruction.
• High School Library Website (on district
website) that includes links to websites that
inform teachers on best literacy practices and
21st century student-centered instruction.
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Goal Statement:

Standards and Curriculum - Create a comprehensive transition plan for B-5.

Rationale: Research shows that students who transition successfully through various stages of their life are more successful. Therefore, we want to work
with our teachers, students, and parents to make each transition as smooth as possible.

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Review current practices

Meet with school district to create
formal K transition plan.

B-5 trans non

Time Line

October 2012-June 2013

January-June 2013

July 2013-June 2014

Lead Personfs

Lisa Eick, Linda Ramey

Lisa Eck. I incia Barney, Erica
Walters

Lisa Eick, Linda Barney, Sandy .
Martini, Josephine Gioia

Identified focus areas

District enrollment packet

Parent participants

Teacher input

4-year-old enrollment packet

Data on current plans

Parent input

Pre-K Round Tables

Birth to age 5

Action Step

Resources Needed

School input

Specifics of information.

Create formal transition procc
between classes and schools

Release to share info between
schools
how to assist familics throu0 the
froccss

Measure of Success

Review Date

Data will be collected to assist in
next action step

Distribution of evaluation from to
assess transition plan—parents,
teachers
September 2013

Transition packets:
oddler; 1 oddiei
tntant
Preschool; Preschool
—*Kindergarten; Kindergatteil
—School Age
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Goal Statement: Standards and Curriculum - To provide opportunities for peer observations of small group reading, core, and remediation lessons.
Rationale: Opportunities for peer observations will allow teachers to refine their instruction using best practices in reading to improve student instruction
and consistency between classrooms.

Grades K-3

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

10 Action Step

Peer observations of small group
reading followed by debriefing
with the reading supervisor and/or

Time Line

January 2013 - June 2013

Peer observations of remediation
lessons followed by debriefing
with the reading supervisor and/or
a literacy coach
August 2013 — December 2013

Lead Person/s

Reading Supervisor and Bui ding
Principals

Reading Supervisor and Building
Principals '

Peer observations of core reading
lessons followed by debriefing
with the reading supervisor and/or
a litoracv coach
January 2014 — June 2014
September 2014-June 2015
September 2015-June 2016
September 2016-June 2017
Reading Supervisor and Building
Principals

Resources Needed

Substitute to cover classes during
observations and debriefmg
sessions

Substitute to cover classes during
observations and debriefing
sessions

Substitute to cover classes during
observations and debriefing
sessions

Specifics of informatio n

Teachers will be partnered up and
will observe each other teach a
lesson. The observer will take
notes and debrief with the teachcr.

Teachers will be partnered up and
will observe each other teach a
esson. The observer will take
notes and debrief with the teacher.

Teachers will be partnered up and
will observe each other teach a
lesson. The observer will take
notes and debrief with the teacher.

Measure of Success

Teacher Surveys

Teacher Surveys

Teacher Surveys

Review Date

June 2013

December 2013

coaoh

e 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
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Goal Statement: Standards and Curriculum — Provide professional development for all staff regarding the newly revised curriculum aligned with
PCCGs and integrating this curriculum into English Language Arts instruction and the Pleasant Valley Improvement Project.

Rationale: Teachers at PVI have not had much experience with the CCSS. They are also new to using a core reading program. This training will provide
guidance to teachers as they implement the CCSS.

Grades 4-6
*Action Step

Time Line

Action Step 1
Language Arts Task Force will
' align the core reading program
with current PCCGs and the
cCss
June 2013

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Report cards will he revised to
align with CC$S and PV's
PCCGs.
August 2013

Train 5th and 6 grade teachers in
the core reading, program as it is
aligned with the PCCGs and
ccss.
May 2013 June 2014

Lead Person/s.

Readim Superv sor and Literacy
Coach

Reading Supervisot and Building
Principal

Reading Supervisor and PV1 Core
Trainers

Resources Needed

PCCGs, Journeys Scope and
Sequence, CCSS

CCSS, old report card, sample
report cards from other districts

Pacing Guide, Lesson Planning
CD, Think Central, Train the
Trainer session

Specifics of information

The task force will en
skins
that need . to be inserted andior
spiraled in the corc.

A committee of ccdclicis wil

Teachers will be trained on the
specifics of the program, the
online assessment componet it,
and receive coaching
Classroom observations, DlBELS
Next data, 4Sight data
January 2014 and June 2014

Measure of Success

2014 PSSA results

review our standarck hased report
card and revise it to match the
CCSS.
Parent/Teacher/Student Surveys

Review Date

August 2014

October 2014

---
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Goal Statement:

Standards and Curriculum - Provide professional development for all staff regarding the newl y revised curriculum aligned with
PCCGs and integrating this curriculum into English Language Arts instruction.
Rationale: PV Middle School teachers need support as they integrate literacy across the curriculum. Teachers have already requested more training in
technology use and differentiating instruction.

Grades 7-8
Action Step

Time Line

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Professional Development based
on technology integration for all
faculty members.

Professional Development provided
for reading teachers based on
differentiating instruction.

Research project (cross cunic ular

August 2013

August 2013 — Initial

August 2014

2013-2014 — Follow —up coaching

October 2013 — Initial professional
development
October 2013 — June 2014 implementation

August 2015
August 2016

Lead Personfs

Technology sta - Inten ediate
Unit 20

Reading Supervisor and Literik• ■,
Coach

Resources Needed
Specifics of information

Measure of Success

Reading Supervisor and Li e acy
Coach
Research materials

Provide two half day se s o s
based on strategies that will assist
faculty in integrating technology
throughout their instruction.

Classroom observations and
Teacher Surveys

Provide half day professional
development session for Reading
teachers in grades 7 & 8 based on how
to differentiate instruction within their
reading classroom to meet the needs of
all learners. (ex. Use of multiple
novels, flexible grouping, etc.)

Professioi al Development will be
provided for each content area
focusing on the role they will play in
the research process.

Classroom observations and student
achievement data

4S ight Data

Each teaching team will meet to plan
their research process and create a
timeline for their team.
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December 2013 and June 2014
015,2016,2017

Goal Statement:

nua

2013 and June 2014

014

For teachers to use best practices as they transition to the Common Core Curriculum which demands a student-centered approach to

instruction.
Rationale: Environmental assessments have provided data that supports the idea that more student engagement is required in most classrooms. Also, there
is a strong need for more higher order thinking skills in classroom instruction.

Grades 9-12

Time Line

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Reading Apprenticeship T
for SS andcience Teache

Support for2012-2013 KTO
Teachers

Data analysis and RA training focusing
the c
'onal dimensions for
group of teachers.

Oct 2012 — Initial Training
Oct/Nov — In Class Coaching
February 2013 — Mid-year check
In
Feb/March — In Class Coaching
May 2013 — End of year
reflection, analysis, goal setting
for the following year

Fall 2012 pre-observation
conferences.
Observations (goal setting and
reflection).
Post-observation conferences

Fall 2012 Data Analysis
Winter 2013 Data Analysis
Social Dimension Module
Spring 2013 Data Analysis

Winter 2013 pre-observation
conferences (goal setting and
reflection).
Observations
Post-observation conferences.

March 2013
Visitations to PVE & PVI
Pre-Observation & Post Observation
conferences

Spring 2013 pre-observation
conferences (goal setting and
reflection).
Observations.
Post-observation conferences.

ad Pe on/
Resources Needed

eracy Coach and
oo
Substitutes, Space for Training,
Copies for Materials

a d ',let no ogy Cow.,
N/A

cy a id Technology Coach
Substitutes, Space for Training,
Copies for Materials
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Specifics of information

Teachers will gain a full
understanding of the strategies
and routines that are a part of the
Reading Apprenticeship
Framework.

Measure of Success

Comparing the results of the fall,
winter, and end of year CERA
tests.

Review Date

February 2013
May 2013

Teachers will continue to set
goals for themselves that will
enhance the personal and social
dimensions within their classes.
- The literacy and technology coach
will assist in helping teachers
reflect on their effectiveness and
help them strive to continue to
improve.
Observations
Surveys
Student Academic Data
May 2013

Teachers will begin to utilize data to
inform their instruction.
Teachers will understand importance of the
personal and social dimensions of Reading
Apprenticeship and begin to incorporate
routines and strategies into their daily
instruction.

Observations
Surveys
Student Academic Data
Data Review Sessions
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Assessment
The Pleasant Valley School District has developed a data driven culture and has a system of assessment birth to grade 12. As a result of
participating in regularly scheduled data analysis sessions, teams of administrators and teachers have discovered the importance of systematically
collecting and analyzing data. Based on the success of elementary data teams, the school district plans to expand the use of data teams at the birth to 5,
intermediate, middle and high school level. In addition, the school district aims to expand the use of formative assessments based on the positive impact
and use of district, building, and grade level summative data. Through this expansion, the school district will continue to grow its data driven culture.

Birth-5yrs.

K-3 rd grade

.4i. Piace - AsSessment
• Teacher and administrator access to relevant data.
• Understand that GRADE is a measurement of individual literacy skills.
• Ongoing training on data analysis.
• Monthly meetings to assess and interpret data.
• Data review to determine organizational and individual professional development needs.
• Work Sampling System and Ounce are used for all children in the birth to five classrooms.
• Assessment results drive classroom planning and differentiated instruction.
• Teachers and administrators may access data and request various summary and customized reports online.
• Work Sampling and Ounce measure child outcomes in each developmental domain.
• Data is used to identify areas for program improvement. Teachers will meet monthly to assess and interpret data.
• Administrators will review data to determine organizational and individual professional development needs.
• ECERS and ITERS are used to assess quality in the early childhood environment. Process quality consists of the various interactions
that go on in a classroom between staff and children, staff, parents, and other adults, among children, and the interactions children have
with the many materials and activities in the environment, as well as those features, such as space, schedule and materials that support
these interactions.
• An assessment calendar including Work Sampling, Ounce, ITERS & ECERS, and Grade has been created and distributed. Teachers
and administrators receive multiple trainings and attend meetings on what environment rating scales are intended to measure. Teachers
have an understanding of the tangible components that are observed through the program's physical environment, curriculum,
schedule, supervision and interactions.

• The elementary division utilizes a literacy assessment plan that identifies the name of the assessment, its purpose, schedule and
procedures.
Through
the use of mClass and Performance Plus data management systems, literacy data is collected, maintained and reviewed at the
•
district, building, classroom, and student level as evidence of a data culture.
• DIBELS Next assessment for screening and monitoring literacy outcomes: assessment measures (FSF, PSF, LNF, NWF, DORF,
DAZE, Retell) are selected to align with the essential elements of literacy instruction for each grade level and linked to district and
state literacy goals.
• Skill inventories used as diagnostic assessments: Blevins (Phonemic Awareness), the Quick Phonics Screener (Decoding), Core
Weekly Skills test (Comprehension and Decoding)
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4th — 6th grade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administrators oversee the collection, validation, and storage of student achievement data, plan professional development for staff,
participate in staff data analysis sessions and identify building and district trends.
Data leaders are established and trained to guide staff through data analysis and interpretation in grades Kindergarten through 2nd
grade. They are experts on specific reading measures used in the school district. Training and support is provided quarterly for data
leaders.
Data analysis and Instructional Planning sessions occur in the beginning, middle, and end of the year.
The Pleasant Valley Improvement Project (PVIP) coordinator schedules initial training on data collection of new staff.
The PVIP coordinator schedules ongoing training to ensure that all staff who teach or supervise literacy programs participate in data
analysis and instructional planning, modeling and coaching and professional development.
Assessments are given in a standardized manner across all students, classes and schools.
A district-wide assessment calendar is established annually
All students are assessed by the classroom teacher very early in the year.
Any student who moves-in during the year is assessed within one week upon arrival.
A progress monitoring plan that identifies the frequency of data collection, establishes guidelines for data collection and records
student interventions in the performance plus data management system.
Classroom teachers and reading specialists meet once every six days to review students' literacy performance.
Student Intervention Response (SIR) teams meet when students record three data points below their individual aim line to make
necessary adjustments to the child's literacy program. Time is provided for these meetings to occur.
The administrative leadership team meets quarterly to assist with system level problem solving and identify professional development
needs and district supports.
The administrative leadership team meets in the middle and end of the year to hold a comprehensive data review and discuss short-term
and long-term planning.
Administrators participate in all staff development including coaching sessions.
Systematic checks for reliability and validity of assessment measures are completed in both elementary buildings.
Rubrics for scoring writing are provided as part of the core reading series.
The intermediate division utilizes a literacy assessment plan that identifies the name of the assessment, its purpose, schedule and
procedures.
Through the use of mClass and Performance Plus data management systems, literacy data is collected, maintained and reviewed at the
district, building, classroom, and student level as evidence of a data culture.
DIBELS assessment for screening and monitoring literacy outcomes: assessment measures (DORF, DAZE, Retell) are selected to align
with the essential elements of literacy instruction for each grade level and linked to district and state literacy goals.
Skill inventories used as diagnostic assessments: Core Phonics Survey (Decoding), Core Weekly Skills Test and Classroom Diagnostic
Tools (Comprehension).
Administrators oversee the collection, validation, and storage of student achievement data, plan professional development for staff,
participate in staff data analysis sessions and identify building and district trends.
Data analysis and Instructional Planning sessions occur in the beginning, middle, and end of the year.
The Pleasant Valley Improvement Project (PVIP) coordinator schedules initial training on data collection of new staff.
The PVIP coordinator schedules ongoing training to ensure that all staff who teach or supervise literacy programs participate in data
analysis and instructional planning, modeling and coaching and professional development.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

— 8 th grade

•
•
•
•

•

9th — 12th
grade

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Assessments are given in a standardized manner across all students, classes and schools.
A district-wide assessment calendar is established annually
All students are assessed by the classroom teacher very early in the year.
Any student who moves-in during the year is assessed within one week upon arrival.
A progress monitoring plan that identifies the frequency of data collection, establishes guidelines for data collection and records
student interventions in the performance plus data management system.
Classroom teachers and reading specialists meet once every six days to review students literacy performance.
Student Intervention Response (SIR) teams meet when students record three data points below their individual aim line to make
necessary adjustments to the child's literacy program. Time is provided for these meetings to occur.
The administrative leadership team meets quarterly to assist with system level problem solving and identify professional development
needs and district supports.
The administrative leadership team meets in the middle and end of the year to hold a comprehensive data review and discuss short-term
and long-term planning.
Administrators participate in all staff development including coaching sessions.
The Building Principal, PVIP coordinator and Literacy Coach are trained Data Leaders and designated as the experts on specific
reading measures used at the school.
Systematic checks for reliability and validity of assessment measures are completed in both elementary buildings.
Rubrics for scoring writing are provided as part of the core reading series.
Teacher teams collaborate to analyze data to group students by instxuctional need and plan for differentiated instruction.
The Classroom Diagnostic tool is used as an initial screener and then as a progress monitoring tool. Diagnostic assessments used for
planning instruction include Classroom Diagnostic Tools, Language Assessment Survey, Core Phonics Survey, and Qualitative
Reading Inventory to determine literacy outcomes of students and they are linked to district and state literacy goals.
The Reading Supervisor and Literacy Coach serve as experts on specific reading measures and can train faculty to use the measures
and lead the interpretation of the data.
Ongoing training and support in the use of data analysis to inform instruction is provided to all staff.
A district-wide assessment calendar is established annually.
Summative evaluations are incorporated throughout.
Administrators meet quarterly to review data and curriculum planning.
Data analysis and instructional planning sessions occur at the beginning, middle, and end of year for members of the science, social
studies, and English departments.
GRADE assessment used as a screener. Diagnostic assessments include Core Phonics Survey, Qualitative Reading Inventory, and
Classroom Diagnostic Tools.
The Reading Supervisor, Literacy Coach, and Technology Coach serve as experts on specific reading measures and can train faculty
to use the measures and lead the interpretation of the data.
A district-wide assessment calendar is established annually.
Summative evaluations are incorporated throughout.
Administrators meet quarterly to review data and curriculum planning.
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Not in P at
Birth — 5 yrs.

K —3rd grade
4th _

,th

0 grade

— 8 th grade
9th — 12th grade

Assessment

• The organization does not have a dedicated data analysis person;
teachers and administrators are gaining expertise as a group.
• PV Literacy Coach and GP Administrators need to meet regularly to
develop ongoing data dissemination analysis and instructional
planning and evaluation, including technology-driven learning and
assessment.
• Assessment results will drive classroom planning and differentiated
instruction.
• Process for user-friendly data dissemination to parents not
developed,
• Teachers and administrators w ll meet monthly to assess and
interpret data.
• Develop and implement plan to evaluate outcomes of instructional
changes based on data.
• Administer Grade assessment to all Growing Place 4-year-olds in
their pre-kindergarten year, not just those residing in PVSD.
• The district does not have a designated data specialist to oversee the
collection of student achievement data — This is done by the PVIP
Leadership Team.
• The district does not have a designated data specialist to oversee the
collection of student achievement data — This is done by the PVW
Leadership Team.
• There is a need for a pool of competent trainers (Data Leaders) to
oversee the collection and interpretation of data.
• There is a need for district recommendations regarding the
frequency of data collection through formative assessment.
• Teachers and administrators are not using data to inform instruction
effectively,
• Not all teachers are fully aware of what each test is intended to
measure and therefore they do not utilize the data in the most
effective manner.
• Writing rubrics are needed to build consistency in instruction.

KtO Content Area
Modules that would
assist

Other Professional
Developme
Resources that would assist

•
•

•

Transitions
Using Data to Make
Decisions

•
•

•

None

•

Using Data

All Modules

Funding to obtain coverage for
monthly teacher meetings to
analyze data and develop best
practices for curriculum
development in response to
data.
ECERS/ITERS in-depth review
Materials and supplies to
enhance the classroom
environment in response to
ECERS and ITERS results.
More time and teacher support
to administer the GRADE
assessment.

Continue to hold quarterly
leadership team, BOY, MOY,
and EOY meetings.
• Funding
• Data Leader training for grades
4-6
• Expand data analysis training to
include all content area teachers

•

•
•
•

Data analysis and instructional
planning training
PD about each assessment and
what it measures
PD for developing rubrics or
using PDE's rubric
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Goa I Statement: Assessment - Use assessment data to drive instruction for B-5.
Rationale: Now that we have a system for gathering individual data on students, we understand the importance of informing our teachers' instruction with
it. Early intervention is key to student success. If we can learn to identify and fill gaps at this level, our students will have greater future success.
Birth to age 5

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

0 Action Step

Review Grade asscinent data;
identify and implement curriculum modifications needed
specific classrooms

Review F F ERS EC ER S
assessments; identify and
nnplement curriculum
modifications needed in specilic
classrooms

Review and aria fy7c Work
Sampling and Ounce data;
identify and implement
curriculum modifications needed
in specific classroom

Time Line

November 2012- ongoing (20132017)

December 2012-June 2013ongoing (2013-2017)

Beginning 2013-2014 school
year-ongoing through 2017

Lead Perso s

Lisa Eic
Barney

Lisa Eick/Lori Hager
Barney

Resources Needed

Grade assessments by class

ri Hagerm

in

Meeting w/Directors to identify
strengths and weaknesses

Lisa Eick/Lori Hagerman/Linda
Barney

Notebooks to record data

Classroom data from Work
Sampling/Ounce; data analysis
strategy—identify resources
needed.

Review data trends

Review data trends

Review data trends

Understand how to use data to
drive instruction

Understand how to use data to
drive instruction

Understand how to use data t(i
drive instruction

Measure of Success

Consistent implementation by
teachers; Assessment scores

Consistent implementation by
teachers; Assessment scores

Consistent implementation by
teachers; Assessment scores

Review Da e

3 times per year after co lection

2 times per year after collection

3 times per year after collection

PVSD Literacy coach
Meetings w/ teachers

Stecifics of informat on
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Goal Statement: Assessment—To develop a team of well-trained data leaders.
Rationale: Presently, we are working with SBSL to lead the PVIP process. We need to build a team so that we can sustain this initiative once SBSL is not
with our school district.

Grades 4-6

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

N Action Step

Professional Learning Group to
define the role of the reading
specialist and support that role

Individual data meetings to
discuss student progress

Train the Trainer for Data
Leaders

Time Line

2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
Reading Super visor

December and March through
2017

2014-2015

Build ng Principal and Reading
Supervisor

Step By Step

Resources Needed

The Reading Coach
Pathways to the Common Core

M-Class and Performance
Tracker

Time and Substitutes while Data
Leaders are trained

Specifics of information

Reading Specialists will meet
monthly to share ideas and
support each other to develop a
strong and competent pool of
specialists in the lnterinolliate.

Each teacher will meet with the
principal to review data. Through
this process, leaders will emerge
and be chosen as Data Leaders.

Measure of Success

Observation
Surveys

Student Academic Achievement
Teacher Surveys

Data Leaders will meet
throughout the school year to gain
extensive knowledge of the PVIP
process. They will learn to lead
the Data Analysis and
Instructional Planning sessions.
Student Academic Achievement
SBSL evaluations

Review Da e

June of each year th ough 20 17

January and June annually
through 2017

Lead Perso s

October 2015

arning (SBSL)
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Goal Statement: Assessment —

To implement team data analysis and instructional planning sessions in order to create a data driven culture.

Rationale: We found that teams are not communicating with each other about student academic data. In order to successfully see this occur, we need to
provide the training, time, and structure for this type of collaboration.

Grades 7-8
Action Step

Time Line

Lead Person/s

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Implement team data analysis
ses.sions at each grade level

implement team instructional
planning sessions at each grade level

Begin data review meetings with
individual teachers

Beginning, middle and end of year

Beginning, middle and end of year

December and March

(2013-2017)

(2013-2017)

(2013-2017)

Rcadillg Supervkor and Literacy
Coach

Building Principal and Reading
Supervior

Space and substitutes for teachers
attending the training

Period coverage for teachers

[eaciteis will learn to use the
information received in data analysis
to plan instruction so that the needs o
individual students are always being

The building principal will meet with
each teacher to review data and hear
the teacher's plan for ensuring student

, Reading SuperviNor and Literacy
I Coach

Resources Needed

Space and substitutes for teachers
attending the training

Specifies of information

Teachers will learn to revicv, data
and identify student needs. They will
earn to use diagnostic assessments
to gather more information on
students.

-

progress.

met.

Measure of Success

Student Academic Achievement

Student Academic Achievement

Student Academic Achievement
Teacher feedback

Review Date

anuary and June annually through
2017

January and June annually through
2017

January and June annually through
2017
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Goal Statement: Assessment - Provide professional development for all teachers identifying assessments used and explaining how this data can
inform instruction.
Rationale: This year, we found out that members of the science and social studies departments have never looked at student achievement data in reading.
We also realized the English department is very separate. Therefore, we determined there is a need of training in all 3 departments regarding data analysis.

Grades 9 12

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

0 Action Step

Include the entire science and
social studies department in data
analysis and instructional
planning sessions
Beginning, middle, and end of
year
(2013-2017)

Include the English department in
data analysis and instructional
planning sessions

Administrative training for data
analysis and instructional
planning

Beginning, middle, and end of
year
(2013-2017)

Lead Persords

ReadinL! Supervisor and Literacy
Coach

Reading Supervisor and Literacy
Coach

In addition to administrative
attendance at data analysis and
instructional planning,
administrators will meet in
December and March to discuss
student data through 2017
Reading Supervisor and Building
Principal

Resources Needed

GRADE assessment data
Laptops/iPads
Instructional Planning Sheet
The sctence and social studies
department will analyic data to
find mitdent strengths and necds.

GRADE assessment data
Laptops/ipads
Instructional Planning Sheet

Performance Tracker

The science and social studies
dvartment will analyze data to
tind student strengths and needs.

Measure of Success

Student academic achievement
data

Student academic achievement
data

Rev ew Da e

October. January. and May
through 2017

October, January, and May
through 2017

School administrators will learn
how they can look at data and
make instructional
recommendations to science,
social studies, and English
teachers
Student academic achievement
data
Failure reports
January and June through 2017

-

Time Line

Specifics of in orma ton
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Instruction
The Pleasant Valley School District is committed to delivering an evidence-based instructional literacy program. Adequate time is dedicated birth
to grade 12 for literacy instruction. Due to the success at the elementary level, the district looks to expand small group instruction to the secondary level. A
formalized writing program is in place at the secondary level which will expand to include content areas; while the elementary division looks to enhance
their writing instruction through the adoption of a new language arts core curriculum. A culture that cultivates literacy-rich experiences for all children is
established at the birth to five level. Teachers support young children's literacy development by providing learning centers that foster exploration and
discovery. Administrators are required to attend and participate in all staff development sessions to support the expansion and enhancement of
instructional programs to improve literacy. The district's recent adoption of Charlotte Danielson's Framework provides an effective tool for administrators
to observe the implementation of effective literacy practices to support Excellence in Education: A Community Commitment.

In Place - Instruction
Birth — 5
yrs.

K — 3 rd grade

• Instruction takes place at the individual, small group, and large group level. Literacy development is interactive Learning is hands on and
takes place in part through a well-designed physical space. Literacy activities are purposeful and planned using the Early Learning
Standards, with literacy infused throughout the curriculum.
• Toddler and preschool literacy curriculum has been implemented to supplement the environment.
• Literacy instruction is evident throughout the day. Children and teachers participate in interactive reading to enhance vocabulary.
• Units that connect real life with classroom learning scaffold children's knowledge, encouraging the use of oral language skills.
• Teachers are respectful and responsive to children's different learning styles.
• PA Common Core Standards provide the framework for instruction across all the language arts: reading, writing, speaking and listening.
• The administrative team completes regularly scheduled instructional walk-throughs to ensure effective instruction.
• The elementary administrative team meets regularly to schedule building and grade level literacy team meetings.
• Elementary classrooms spend 160 minutes daily in literacy instruction.
• Students spend 90 minutes daily on core instruction or tier I.
• Grades K through 3 use Houghton Mifflin's Journey series as a core reading program.
• Students at tier 2 receive an additional 30 minutes of intervention. Students at tier 3 receive an additional 60 minutes of intervention, group
sizes of 1-3 students, or increased frequency of instruction.
• Each day, students participate in 35 minutes of small group instruction.
• The school board has approved the elementary literacy plan.
• Sufficient funding and support is in place to provide small group instruction.
• The school district provides remedial after school and summer school programs.
• The school district has board approved policies to adopt evidence-based instructional programs.
• The elementary division utilizes one core program K-3 and supports students with supplemental and remedial intervention programs.
• Intervention programs are aligned with the core program.
• All students receive core instruction.
• Teams of elementary teachers and administrators use data analysis and instructional planning sessions to differentiate instruction for
students.
• Central office and building administrators play an active role to ensure the delivery of effective literacy instruction.
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4th — 6th
grade

7th _ 8 111
grade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9a, _ 12th
grade

•
•
•
•
•

Content areas are integrated as part of core literacy instruction.
PA Common Core Standards provide the framework for instruction across all the language arts: reading, writing, speaking and listening.
The administrative team completes regularly scheduled instructional walk-throughs to ensure effective instruction.
The administrative team meets regularly to schedule building and grade level literacy team meetings.
Intermediate classrooms spend 110 minutes daily in reading and language arts core instruction or tier I.
Students at tier 2 receive an additional 30 minutes of intervention daily. Students at tier 3 receive an additional 60 minutes of intervention,
group sizes of 1-3 students, or increased frequency of instruction.
Students participate in small group reading instruction as part of the core instruction.
Social Studies and Science teachers in grades 5 and 6 have received training in Reading Apprenticeship strategies.
All content area teachers must have a daily ELA objective in their lesson.
All administrators and teachers understand and can identify the elements of effective literacy instruction.
Grades 4 through 6 use Houghton Mifflin's Journey series as a core reading program.
SOAR, 6 Minute Solution, and targeted explicit instruction are used for interventions.
Data is used to drive instruction during core reading time in grades 4-6.
Central and Building administrators are strong instructional leaders.
Ongoing support is provided for school administrators through Leadership Training and Coaching sessions.
Differentiated instruction is delivered based on assessment data.
70 minutes daily is dedicated to reading and language arts instruction
Each middle school student with below grade-level literacy skills is provided with at least one additional 35-minute period of literacy
instruction support every day.
Reading Specialists use adopted evidence-based programs and materials with consistency and fidelity with students needing additional
instruction beyond the core literacy program. (REWARDS, Read 180, Compass, targeted explicit instruction)
PA Common Core Standards provide the framework for instruction across all the language arts: reading, writing, speaking and listening.
Effective teacher delivery of evidence-based reading instruction is promoted across the district
School administrators are assisted in providing structure and support for grade level and team meetings by participating or indirectly
through written reports following the meetings.
Literacy coach supports school administrators by conducting instructional walk-throughs to collect data in order to determine professional
development needs for teachers and administrators.
Ongoing support is provided for school administrators through Leadership Training and Coaching sessions.
Federal programs that provide literacy support are aligned with general education literacy instruction in order to provide consistent reading
instruction.
All students have access to the district's core literacy curriculum.
PA Common Core Standards provide the framework for instruction across all the language arts: reading, writing, speaking and listening.
Ongoing support is provided for school administrators through Leadership Training and Coaching sessions.
There is a system in place for learning support and below proficient students as determined by the PSSA scores, GRADE assessment, and
Classroom Diagnostic Tools.
All students receive a full year of English language arts (35 minutes daily). In addition, we have classes scheduled for learning support
students showing weakness in the essential elements in literacy. We also have classes for any students showing weakness on reading
standards as well as gifted classes that expand upon the essential elements in literacy.
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•
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•
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Interventions include Expert 21, REWARDS, and targeted explicit instruction.
The high school is currently receiving professional development to provide students with literacy instruction across the content areas.
Reading Apprenticeship training has been provided to all teachers with coaching opportunities.
We are addressing the needs in reading and writing. The high school is enhancing instruction to address speaking and listening.
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Not in Place - Instruction
,

KtO Content
Area Modules
hat would
assist

Birth — 5 yrs.

• Regular, purposeful parent communication linking classroom activities to literacy
goals.
• Teacher meetings to evaluate impact of instruction changes on outcomes.

•
•

K — 3rd grade

• Administrative leadership will work to schedule meethlgs around literacy
instruction.
• There is a need for core enrichment in grades 4-6.
• There is a need to improve the use of data to drive remedial and enrichment
instruction,
• There is a need to revise the schedules to include collaboration time for planning
instruction, daily tier 2 and 3 intervention time, and data analysis.

None

• There is a need to use data to assist with instructional planning.
• There is a need to provide further professional development to extend the
knowledge of teachers and administrators.
• A formal protocol for data-based decision making needs to be developed to guide
student placement into differentiated interventions and enrichment reading
programs.
• Small group instruction is not used consistently and effectively.
• There are currently no after school or summer literacy programs at the high school
level.
• High school administrators are working to create a schedule to increase the
amount of meaningful walk-throughs. The administration team is also going to
create pre- and post- observation meetings to provide instructional leadership.
The administration will also provide support for the teachers by taking part in the
various literacy trainings.

All Modules

4'h — 6th grade

7th — 8 th grade

9th — 12th
grade

•
•

Transitions
Using Data
for Decision
Making

LDC
UDL

Other Protess o a
Development/
Resources that would
assist
.

• The use of big books in the
pre-k classroom.
• Pre-k LETRS training for
teachers.
• Literacy coach assistance
with consistent delivery of
literacy curriculum.
• Training on computer and
Smartboard instruction for
pre-k.
Substitutes
•

•
•
•
•

•
All Modules

•
•

4th grade core enrichment
project is complete. This
needs to extend to 5 th and
6th grade.
Substitutes
Time for planning
More CCSS PD
Data Analysis and
Instructional Planning
training
PD on explicit and
differentiated instruction
PD on explicit and
differentiated instruction
Leadership coaching
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Goal Statement: Instruction — Enhance literacy learning through the use of technology.
Rationale: Technology is part of our world today. There are many resources available that can help our students' literacy development through the use of
technology.

Birth — Age 5

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

*Action Step

Acquire Hatch computers

Acqui e klatch SinartBoards

Data Collection

1n-service traininu. for teaching
gaff

In-serviee tra ning for teaching
staff

Time Line

December 2012

December 2012

September 2013-ongoing through
2017

Lead Personis

Lisa Eickitinda Barney

L isa EickIl Amid Barney

Classroom teachers

Hatch Professional Development
Team

Hatch Professional Development
Team

Set-up

Set-up

Installation

Installation

Professional Development

Professional Development

SDecifics of information

Enhance literacy technology
through additional software and
professional de velopmen t

Use literacy technoloK

Evaluate student reports,
incorporate data into assessment,
use information in data analysis

Measure of Success

Teacher training delivered

Teacher training delivered

Student engagement

Student engagement

Evaluation by teachers on using
data to drive instruction

Assessments

Assessments

Resources Needed

Elementary Literacy Coach, Tech
support, teacher meetings
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Review Date

Goal Statement:

June 2013

Instruction - All meetings

June 2013

December 2014 - 2017

I be scheduled at times that will not conflict with literacy instruction or training.

Rationale: Scheduling teacher meetings at times when literacy instruction or training on literacy instruction is not occurring will promote consistency in
the classroom, consistency in instruction, and promote higher levels of student achievement in literacy.
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Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Build schedules that allow for
common meeting times to review
data

Use faculty workshop time for
reacher meetings

Use morning meeting time more
effectively to avoid disruptions to
the day

Time Line

Spring 2013 - 2017

2013-2014, 2014-2015, 20152016, 2016-2017

2013-2014, 2014-2015, 20152016, 2016-2017

Lead Pe on/s

Elementary building principals

Elementary building principals

Elementary building principals

Resources Needed

Current building schedules

Schedule for faculty workshops

None

Specifics of information

Teachers will continue to have
data analysis pericOs and chared
prep times

SIRS meetings can take place
during this time rather than during
he day

Have fewer grade level meetings
so that teachers may collaborate
with reading specialists and
earning support teachers

Measure of Success

Teacher Surveys

Teacher Surveys

Teacher Surveys

J Line through 201 7

June through 2017

Grades K-3
N Action Step

Student Achievement Data

Review Date

June

ough 2017
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Goal Statement:

Instruction — To effectively implement an Rtll model at PVI which includes a schedule that supports a core reading program, small
group reading instruction, and remediation as well as providing professional development for teachers to use formative assessment to guide decisions
within this model.
Rationale: Our current schedule does not allow for daily tier 2 and tier 3 interventions to occur. Also, teachers need to learn how to make connections
between the data being reviewed and their instruction.

Grades 4-6

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Nk Action Step

Revise building schedirl,

Continue modeling and coaching
sessions with Step By Step
Learning

Time Line

Spring — Sumer 2013

2013-2014
2014-2015
20 15-20 16

Create a PD plan for the 20132014 school year including
LETRS training, data analysis and
mctructionttl plannina
Spring 2013 to be implemented
2013-2014

Lead Persorils

Budding Principal

PVIP Prdiectilitanagcr/Building
PrincipaUSBSL

Resources Needed

Current schedules

Dates for modeling and coaching

Specifi cs of information

Teachers wi l watch and practice
delivering lessons using explicit
instruction and formative
assessment.

Measure of Success

Schedules will include better
transition time, daily math and
reading remediatinn, interated
ueading and LA block, and data
analySis periotk.
Teacher/Student Surveys

Review Date

June 2014

January and Junc through 2017

Classroom Observations

Ass. Superintendent for
Curriculum and Instruction/PVIP
Project Manager/Building
Principal/SBSL
Materials for PD
Dates for each session
PD for CDTs
Teachers w 11 continue to receiv
PD to learn how to deliver
xplicit instruction and how to
.ve assessment more
uc cfonZlyti
ti
Student Achievement Data
Teacher Surveys
Classroom Observations
line

2014
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Goal Statement: Instruction - Create a formal protocol for data based decision making in order to guide student placement into differentiated
interventions and enrichment reading programs.
Rationale: Provide further professional development to extend the knowledge of teachers and administrators when using data to make instructional
decisions.

Grades 7-8

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

*Action Step

Data Analysis and Instruct iotial
Planning Session;

Mini-workshops provided for . teachers
focusing on: explicit instruction and
Reading Apprenticeship

Professional Development will be
provided for administrators based on
Reading Apprenticeship.

Time Line

September 2013, 2014, 2015,
2016

November 2013 — April 2014

October 2013 — April 2014 and
annually through 2017

January 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
May 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017

Lead Person/s

teracy Coach

-

Resources Needed

Performance Tracker /
Technology

Specifics of in -urination

Half day sessions will be
provided for teachers to mine alld
analyze their student data. Based
on this data, instructional plans
will be created to meet the needs
of their students through each
content area.

iteracy Coach

Half day sessions will be provided for
teachers based on explicit instruction
and how it relates to the Common
Core State Standards and Reading
Apprenticeship.

Literacy Coach

Professional development sessions wi ll
be provided for administrators based
on Reading Apprenticeship and what
should be expected in the middle
school classroom. Leadership
coaching will be provided for
administrators to provide evidence and
dialogue based on the expected
Reading Apprenticeship routines in the
middle school classrooms.
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Measure of Success

Student Achievement Data

Classroom Observations

Administrator feedback

Teacher Surveys

Review Date

Septem
annu ally

November 2013 and Iv
annually through 2017

4
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Goal Statement: Instruction - Provide professional development for all teachers to learn how to use data to differentiate instruction and implement
targeted small group lessons based on the individual needs of students.
Rationale: At the moment, there is no formal procedure in place for data review and instructional planning. By teaching our staff how to do this, we hope
to provide more effective and engaging instruction for all students.

Grades 9-12
Action Step

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Train all biology, English, and
A lgc+ra teachers to use CDT data

il.E.A.T. Literacy courses for all
science and social studies teachers

Provide modeling and coaching
for all science, social studies, and
English teachers
October 2013 — May 2014
2014-2015
20 15-20 16
2016-2017
1 iterac y and Technology Coach

to inform instruction

Time Line

August — September 2013

2013-2014 school year

Lead Person/s

Math/R(:ading Supervisors and
Building Principal

KTO Projcet Manager

Resources Needed

IU trainer and computer labs

Modules from the IU and funding
from KTO

Specifics of informatiou

We are going to use the CDIs is
tools to drive our instruction: Training our teachers to use the
data from them.will be essential
o this whole process.
Implementation of CDTs

The KTO Year 1 teachers will
receive one face to face session
followed by 4 modules to bring
up the FLE.A.T. in their
classrooms.
Completion of modules

Measure of Success

Review Da e

September 2013
Jam my 2015
MaN, 2014

ay 2014

We are going to choose specific
strategies to share with the
teachers Our coaches will model
these strategies and then watch
he teachers unIlernent.
Classroom Walkthroughs
Student Achievement Data
Monthly reports to Reading
Suo rvisor and Building Principal
onthly through 2017
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Professional Learning and Practice
The Pleasant Valley School District provides professional learning activities aligned in a cohesive literacy plan ranging from birth to
grade 12 that meets the needs of students, teachers, and administrators. Professional development is provided to staff and administrators as a
means of improving literacy instruction. Our school district is committed to this initiative; therefore the expectation is for all administrators to
attend grade appropriate professional development sessions with teachers. Although we provide high quality professional development in data
analysis and instructional planning, there is still a need to provide ongoing support for teachers to utilize all forms of data more effectively.

in Place — Professional Learning and Practice
Birth — 5 yrs.

•

K — 3 rd grade

•
•
•
•

— 6th grade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

— 8t1 grade

9th — 12th
grade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PA Keys professional development program is utilized. Executive Director is a Certified PQUAS trainer. Specific Director training
is available. Professional development plan is reviewed and updated annually. Professional development is based on selfassessments and organizational needs.
The elementary division has a board adopted literacy plan that delivers a cohesive plan that meets the needs of teachers,
administrators and students.
Ongoing professional development is aligned to meet the needs of students and teachers to enhance literacy instruction.
The elementary division strategically focuses professional development on district goals.
The school district measures its professional development model based on instructional data and implements effective practices that
are guided by data, ongoing and include modeling and coaching.
Administration is required to attend all trainings.
Core literacy program
Time is dedicated to support students across all components of reading.
Through PVT'', Pleasant Valley is developing teachers' and administrators' knowledge about current research for best practices.
Title I Schoolwide plan aligned with PVIP.
The intermediate division has a board adopted literacy plan that delivers a cohesive plan that meets the needs of teachers,
administrators and students.
Ongoing professional development is aligned to meet the needs of students and teachers to enhance literacy instruction.All initiatives
are supported and understood by administrators who are required to attend all professional development sessions.
Administration is required to attend all trainings.
The school district measures its professional development model based on instructional data and implements effective practices that
are guided by data, ongoing and include modeling and coaching.
Through PVIP, Pleasant Valley is developing teachers' and administrators' knowledge about current research for best practices.
Title I Schoolwide plan aligned with PVIP.
Professional learning activities are aligned in a cohesive plan to meet the needs of students, teachers, and administrators.
Administration is required to attend all trainings.
Impact of Reading Apprenticeship focused professional development on student and teacher learning is measured through coaching,
instructional supervision, ongoing teacher collaboration, and related strategies.
Professional learning activities are aligned in a cohesive plan to meet the needs of students, teachers, and administrators.
Initiatives are understood and strongly supported by administrators.
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• Administration is required to attend all trainings.
• Initiatives are sustained across the years. For example: KTO — Year 2, Reading Apprenticeship
• Most teachers are knowledgeable. When teachers need additional information and support, they have the guidance of literacy and
technology coaches.
• Teachers reflect and discuss during professional learning communities, faculty meetings, and de•artment meetings.
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N
Birth — 5 yrs.

K — 3 grade
4 — 6 th grade

— 8 th grade

9th

—

12th grade

•

Pa

s

a

g and Practice

PD goals need to correlate to literacy goals. Coaching support for
implementation of literacy curriculum to become classroom practice.
Organizational literacy goals are being reviewed and formally articulated
while creating the continuum for birth through age five.

• There is a need for the creation of Professional Learning Communities so
that teachers can discuss new learning and classroom practices with their
colleagues.
• There is a need to build teacher leadership in the school through
collaboration and the development of communities of practice.
• There is a need to build teacher leadership through collaboration and the
development of communities of practice to enhance professional learning
and practice.
• There is a need to enhance our professional learning communities to meet
the needs of teachers and administrators.
• There are attempts to build teacher leadership by having teachers learn from
each other. These teachers also present information to each other.

0 Content
Area Modules
that ould assist

Other Professional
el pmen
Resources M. t would
s

•

Building Blocks

• Infant and toddler literacy
PD.
• Preschool LETRS training.
• Literacy coach for
classroom consistency.

•

H.E.A.T.
modules

•

•
•

LDC

•

•

LDC

•

Continue Professional
Learning Group for
reading specialists
Begin team PLCs
Team Data analysis and
instructional planning
sessions
RAISE cohorts
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Goal Statement:

Professional Learning and Practice — Ensure an effective literacy environment.

Rationale: By creating a literacy environment, we are showing our students, parents and teachers that it is a priority. Therefore, our teachers will strive to
be better and our students will strive to achieve more.

Birth to age 5

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

*Ac t io n S t ep

Preview data from ECERS and
ITERS assessment s

Teachers meetings to discuss
ECERS and ITERS assessmenk

Implement improvements in
response to ECERS and fthRS
scores

Time Line

February 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016

February 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016

March 2013-ongoing through
2017

August-September 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016

August-September 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016

isa Eick, Linda Barney

Lisa Eick. Linda Barncy

Lead Person/s

Lisa Eick, Linda Baracy

Resources Needed

Materials and supplies to support
best-practice literacy environment

Literacy curriculum for specific
age groups

Materials

Improved ECERS and HERS
scores

Consistent implementation of
language and literacy curriculum

Improved ECERS and ITERS
scores

Specifics of information
Measure of Success

Improved ECERS and ITERS
scores

Review Date

June and Octoher throub 2017

uric and Oc ober through 2017

. une and October through 20 17
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Goal Statement: Professional Learning and Practice — Professional Learning Communities will be created to support teacher collaboration and
sharing.
Rationale: Teachers need more time to collaborate, learn and implement best practices together. At this time, we have found that most teachers at PVI
function independently without much collaboration.

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Create a schednio for peer
observations

Create a plan for teams to conduct
icgular SIRS meetings

Share-information about best
practices with a I I staff members

Time Line

October 2013 — May 2014

October 2013 — May 2014

Lead Person/s

Reading Supervisor/Building
Principal/Literacy Coach

PVIP Project Manager/Building
Principal

October 2013
December 2013
February 2014
A ril 2014
Reading Su
Principal

Resources Needed

Substitutes for coverage while
observations and debriefing
sessions occur

Time and Location

Articles/Book Study

Specifics of inforniatioa

Teachers will observe each othcr
and debrief about the lesson.

Teams will come together
regularly to discuss student
progress and problem solve.

Measure of Success

Teacher Surveys

Student Achievement

During faculty workshop times,
each team will read an article and
discuss how this relates to them.
They will talk about classroom
implementation.
Teacher Surveys

Review Date

June 2014

Grades 4-6
Action Step

e 2014

anuary 2014
May 2014

r/Building
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Goal Statement:

Professional Learning and Practice - Build teacher leadership through collaboration and the development of Professional Learning
Communities to discuss new learning and classroom practice.
Rationale: Right now, every teacher functions as an island at the Middle School. We would like to foster a true team environment by creating Learning
Communities. We need to give teachers the opportunity to talk and share about what is working and what is not working.

Grades 7-8

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

NkAction Step

Dev -lop professional learning
communities based on teaching
eams and content arca
departments.

Establish a professional learning
community with reading specialists
from the Middle and High Schools.

Time Line

August 2013 — June 2017

August 2013-2017

Lead Personis

PVM administrators

Reading Supervisor

Reading & Math Superv !..ors
Literacy Coach

Resources Needed

Book for book study

Specifics of mformatioa

Team meet i ng time and faculty
meetings will be used to discuss
classroom practices with a focus
on cross curricular activities and
the expectations of the Common
Core State Standards.

Mon hly, the reading specialists will
come together to discuss their reading
and share about what they are
experiencing in their roles. This is all
being done in an attempt to build the
reading specialists up as leaders.

Measure of Success

Teacher Surveys

Observations and Teacher Feedback

Rev ew Date

J uric 2014 2017

une 2014-2.017

Action Step 3
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Goal Statement:

Professional Learning and Practice — To strengthen the effectiveness of Professional Learning Communities in order to develop
teacher leadership and promote collaboration.
Rationale: Teachers can learn so much from each other. By creating more focused PLCs, we can help teachers learn to share and collaborate. We believe
this will have a positive impact on our students.

Grades 9-12

Action Step 1

I Action Step 2

0 Action Step

Establish a professional learning
community with reading
specialists from the Middle and
High Schools.

I Create a plan including dates and

Time Line

August 2013 through 2017

August — September through 2017

Lead Personk,

Reading Supervisol

Resources Needed

Book for book study

Reading Supervisor, Buikling
Principal, Literacy and
Tcchnoloy
Topics

Specifics of information

Monthly, the reading specialists
will come together to discuss their
.eading and share about what they
are experiencing in their roles.
This is all being done in an
attempt to build the reading
specialists up as leaders.

Teachers will meet monthly to
discuss a given topic and share
their thoughts. They will be given
the opportunity to learn from each
other.

Measure of Success

Observations and Teacher
Feedback

Teacher Surveys

Review Date

June through 2017

June through 2017

topics for PLCs

Action Step 3
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Literacy Leadership, Goals, and Sustainability
The Pleasant Valley School District believes strong instructional leadership birth to grade 12 is a foundational piece to improving literacy.
Through the support of district leadership, building administration participates in professional learning teams utilizing a data driven strategy
to identify literacy gaps and align resources that meet the literacy needs of students and staff. Continuing on the success of the Pleasant Valley
Improvement Project in Kindergarten through 6 th grade, the district aims to expand literacy leadership at local capacity from 7 th to 12 th grades
and birth to 5 through effective research based leadership practices. The district plans to improve literacy leadership by developing building
principals and birth to 5 coordinators. Pleasant Valley School District leadership is dedicated to creating continuity between each division,
spanning birth to grade 12. In order to support this continuity, we will utilize research based practices for all literacy instruction throughout
the district.

In Mace — Literacy Leadership Goals, and Sustainabihty
Birth — 5
yrs.

•
•
•
•

Curriculum, teaching strategies, and consistent understanding of and work towards literacy goals.
Classrooms consistently infuse language and literacy into all content areas.
Reading Supervisor and district elementary literacy coach assists B-5 leadership in developing literacy plan.
Pre-K Transition Coordinator works with B-5 teachers through Pre-K Round Tables and PD sessions with kindergarten teachers.

K — 3 rd grade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central office leadership provides the vision for literacy and ensures the school district supports the literacy goals and practices.
Literacy instruction is a district-wide priority.
School administrators are involved in the writing, facilitating, implementation, and evaluation of literacy planning.
The elementary division has trained data leaders for Kindergarten through 3r d grade.
Staff assignments are based on experience, knowledge, and skills based on the instructional needs of students.
Leadership meetings take place throughout the school year involving elementary administrators and central administrators.
The elementary division analyzes data results to determine root cause of success.
Literacy leadership is evident in administration, teachers, and staff.
The elementary division coordinates literacy goals, assessment, instruction, and professional development at the school and district
level through an assessment calendar and literacy plan.
The school district has a Reading Supervisor for kindergarten through 12 th grade.
The Reading Supervisor meets with the elementary administrative team using a well-planned agenda and providing meeting
notes/minutes in a timely manner; supporting building principals and reading/intervention specialists; making regular walk-through
visits to classrooms to see evidence-based and effective literacy instruction in action; coordinating literacy data collection and analysis;
coordinating district-level professional development and data retreats in literacy.
The pre-k transition coordinator works with birth to 5 students through pre-k roundtables and professional development sessions.
The elementary division provides coaching to staff based on student performance and individual need.
The elementary division meets under building leadership, in the form of professional learning teams to focus on instructional goals.

•
•

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4th _ 6ii,
grade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
7ih _ 811,
grade

•
•
•
•
•

Principals are supported in their roles as instructional leaders by district personnel.
The elementary division has built capacity in literacy leadership with kindergarten through 2 nd grade.
Instructional coaches are supported to support their role.
The elementary division has developed a literacy plan which it follows and uses.
Staff is assigned and hired based on improving literacy.
The school district uses local, state and federal funding to support literacy instruction.
The school district communicates the plan to external stakeholders through district newsletters, a Facebook page, press releases and
community board meetings.
Central office leadership provides the vision for literacy and ensures the school district supports the literacy goals and practices.
Literacy instruction is a district-wide priority.
School administrators are involved in the writing, facilitating, implementation, and evaluation of literacy planning.
Staff assignments are based on experience, knowledge, and skills based on the instructional needs of students.
Leadership meetings take place throughout the school year involving intermediate administrators and central administrators.
Funds have been allocated to provide coaching support in literacy instruction.
Literacy improvement efforts are guided by the comprehensive literacy plan.
The intermediate division coordinates literacy goals, assessment, instruction, and professional development at the school and district
level through an assessment calendar and literacy plan.
The school district adopted the Danielson model as our new observation tool in order to improve instructional practices.
The Intermediate school is building a strong literacy culture by extending the PVIP initiative through grade 6 led by SBSL.
Literacy goals, assessments, instruction, and professional development are coordinated through PVIP.
We are focused on research based instruction as opposed to "fads".
The intermediate school has a literacy coach who is overseen by the district Reading Supervisor.
The Reading Supervisor meets with the intermediate elementary administrative team using a well-planned agenda and providing
meeting notes/minutes in a timely manner; supporting building principals and reading/intervention specialists; making regular walkthrough visits to classrooms to see evidence-based and effective literacy instruction in action; coordinating literacy data collection and
analysis; coordinating district-level professional development and data retreats in literacy.
The intermediate principal's primary focus and responsibility is to be an instructional leader.
The school district uses local, state and federal funding to support literacy instruction.
The school district communicates the plan to external stakeholders through district newsletters, a Facebook page, press releases and
community board meetings.
School administrators are involved in the writing, facilitating, implementation, and evaluation of literacy planning.
Literacy improvement efforts are guided by the comprehensive literacy plan.
A Literacy Coach exists to support all staff and literacy initiatives at the Middle School.
The building principal is the primary instructional leader with the support and involvement from the instructional team.
Through the efforts of district and school newsletters, public meetings and state progress reports, community stakeholders are informed
about academic achievement in the middle school.
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Not in Place . Literacy eaders pI Go als, and Sustainab
Birth — 5 yrs.

•
•

K — 3 rd grade

•
•

4th — 6th grade

•
•

7th — 8th grade
9th — 12th grade

•

•

.

y

Literacy leadership consistency in coordinating literacy activities
throughout the B-5 programs.
Need to develop long-term goals and action plans for literacy
development,
The elementary division needs to improve literacy leadership with
students and parents.
The school district needs to expand local capacity (Data Leaders) in
literacy leadership to grade 3.
Create a data leadership team to support effective literacy practices.
We do not use the local Intermediate Unit or regional PaTTAN
consultants as effectively as we could.
We continue to look for ongoing ways to engage parents and
community to become active partners in improving literacy
achievement.
We realize from our analysis that we need to continue to diagnose areas
of need for improvement which will improve literacy achievement.

KtO Content Area
Modules that
would assist

Other Professional
Development/
Resources that would assist

•

LDC

•

•
•

Using Data
Family
Engagement
LDC
All Modules

•

•
•

•

Family
Engagement

•

PD provided by Reading
Supervisor and Literacy
Coach to create smooth
transitions among divisions.
SBSL Data Leaders Train
the Trainer

SBSL Data Leaders Train
the Trainer
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Goal Statement:

Literacy Leadership, Goals, and Sustainability — Provide developmentally appropriate literacy instruction.

Rationale: If we always provide developmentally appropriate instruction, our students will succeed. This goal will always keep us focused and able to stay
on this course over time.

Birth to age 5

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

N Action Step

Pre-K
Acquire and implei
literacy curriculum in pre-k
classrooms

Acquire and implement Infant and
Toddler literacy materials and
tools in classrooms

Acquire and implement parent
literacy tools for B.5

Time Line

February 2013-December 2013

February 2013-December 2013

February 2013-December 2013

Lead Person/s

Pre-K teachers and directors

Infant & toddler teachers a nd
directors

B-5 direct(gs

Resources Needed

Curriculum materials,

Curriculum materials

Curriculum materials

Measure of Success

Student Achievement Data

Observations

Parent Surveys

Review Date

January 20 4

Jai wary 2014

January 2014

Specifics of information
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Goal Statement:

Literacy Leadership, Goals, and Sustainability— The elementary division will improve literacy leadership with students and parents.

Rationale: Improving literacy leadership with students and parents will promote student and parent ownership in student achievement in literacy as well as
promote higher levels of student achievement.

Grades K-3

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

N Action Step

Revise progress reports so they
are more informative for parent

Continue to train 3rd grade data
leaders

Train a group of K-3 teachers as
coaches

Time Line

2012-2013 school year to be
implemented October 2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

Lead Person/s

RtII Parent Involvement
Committee/Elementary Building
Principals

SBSL ConsultantlReading
Supervisor

SBSL Consultan
Supervisor

Funding
Time

Funding
Time
As we move to local capacity, we
will need teachers who rise as
leaders as can support the
implementation of effective
struction
Student achievement data
Observations

Resources Needed

Specifics of information

Progress reports are not
nirmative right now. These will
bc much more specific and
helpful for paren6,

This group will consist of data
leaders who help sustain PVW in
grade 3 as we move to local
capacity.

Measure of Success

Parent Feedback

Observation of Data Leader led
data analysis and instructional
planning sessions

Review Date

April 2014

June 2014

June 2015

e ding
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Goal Statement: Literacy Leadership, Goals, and Sustainability — To use resources more effectively through the IU and Pattan to offer teachers more ideas
as they implement the Common Core standards and an RtII model.
Rationale: The Common Core State Standards are new to everyone. Therefore, we will need support from the IU to educate our teachers about CCSS.
They will also need support with technology to successfully implement the CCSS.

Grades 4-6

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

0 Action Step

Ilave the IU train all staff to use
CDTs to gather data to inform
instruction

Training for integrating .
technology into every lesson

Time Line

August 2013 and September 2013

October 2013 — February 2014

Lead Person/s

and Reading Supervtso s

h and Reading Supervisors

Resources Needed

Computer labs

Depends on what type of
technology is being used

Specifics of information

Staff will .use CDTs which arc
aligned with PSSA which is
aligned .with CCSS. This will help
everyone gain a better
understandiii. of the CCSS.
CDT data

The CCSS call for teachers to
have students using technology
often. We need to provide support
for teachers who are not
comfortable with this.
Classroom observations

Measure of Success

Reviev, Date

anuary 201 4 and May 2014

Regularly

Action Step 3
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Goal Statement:

Literacy Leadership, Goals, and Sustainability — Diagnose areas of need for improvement in literacy instruction and engage parents to
become active partners in improving literacy achievement.
Rationale: We understand the value of parent involvement. However, we do not feel that parents are always heard and represented in our plans. Therefore,
we want to share these needs and ask for parent input on how we can best support our students.

Grades 7-8

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

0 Action Step

Data Analysis sessions for all 7'
and 8I" grade teachers.

Share data with parents at PAC
meetings

Time Line

Beginning, middle and end of
year

October, January, and June through
2017

(2013-2017)

Lead Personls

Literacy Coach

Buildino Principal

Resources Needed

Performance Tracker

Performance Tracker

Specifics of information

Half day sessions will be
provided for teachers to mine and
analyze their student data. Based
on this data, teachers will be able
to identify areas of need fln improvement in literacy
instruction that can be addre;.scd
in all content areas.

The Building Principal will share with
parents the data from reading and math
assessments. This way, parents can
offer input and help create goals for
improving student academic
achievement.

Measure of Success

Team goals

Parent survey

Review Date

After each session through 2017

Ai ually through 2017

Action Step 3
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Goal Statement:

Literacy Leadership, Goals, and Sustainability— Provide Leadership Coaching for all administrators so that they may be more

informed as they conduct walk-throughs and observations.
Rationale: In order to build our administrators as instructional leaders, we must be sure they have a true understanding of what the expectations are fori
our teachers.

Grades 9-12

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

10 Action Step

Observe classrooms using

Debriel with Coaches

Continue leadership meetings t o
talk about hest practices

Time Line

November 2013 and March 2014

November 2013 and March 2014

Monthly through 2017

Literacy Coach/Technology
CoachtRuikliLlg administrators

Literacy Coach/Technology
Coach/Building administnaors

Central and Building
administrators

Resources Needed

Time

Time

Time

Specifics of informat io ii

Administrators will observe
classes and take notes to diseu, ,,

Administrators will share no es
with coaches and talk about what

Lead Perso s

Reading Apprciiticcship strategies
with a coaCh

with a coach.

kind of conversations and

All administrators will meet
monthly to review data and talk
about the plan for the building.

Measure of Success

Administrator feedback

feedback they could give
teachers.
Administrator feedback

Observation

Review Date

November 2013 and

March 2014 Novemba 7013 and March 2014

June through 2017
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Transition
The Pleasant Valley School District recognizes transition as a multi-layered process. We have established processes and procedures that
successfully orient students and families through the transition process birth to grade 12. These processes include building tours, parent nights, parentteacher conferences and open houses where students and families become familiar with the upcoming learning environment. The school district plans to
improve the academic component of our transition plan birth-12. This includes the sharing of student academic data, and the development of electronic
portfolios which will provide a framework for teachers to individually plan and target instruction for students beginning on the first day of school.

In Place 7 Transition
Birth — 5 yrs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
K — 3"I grade
4th _ 6--th grade
7th _ r.th
o grade
9th — 12th grade

A birth to grade 12 transition plan is in place.
The district identifies a Pre-K Coordinator among its administration.
The Coordinator works closely with the pre-k community to provide pre-k transition activities.
The district provides parent release forms in the kindergarten registration process to capture pre-k assessment data from the
providers.
Literacy instruction is embedded throughout the ECE curriculum. It has been strongly emphasized within personnel policies and
evaluative practices.
Through KtO, the teaching and administrative staff were provided literacy professional development which provided an opportunity
to cultivate literacy leaders.
Documentation of student success is established through the use of assessment data, district screenings and developmental
observations.
The district provides Pre-K Round Tables; parent/child school tours; administrative visits to preschools; Read-Set-Read Now!
programs which all have verbal and written evaluations in place.
The teaching staff has access to trainings on transitions for their specific age group. Information on successful transitions for infants
and toddlers are provided to families and staff.

• The school district has a transition committee comprised of multiple stakeholders.
• The school district has documented information on academic data, student retentions, attendance, parent involvement and discipline
in order to develop transition strategies for ensuring student success in school.
• The school district is represented on the county LEARN team. (for as long as it exists)
• The school district's transition goals are identified in the school improvement plan.
• The elementary division has a pre-k transition plan for children ages 3-6 that is shared with all Pleasant Valley pre-k providers.
• The school district has an evaluation process that includes questions and measurements that will assess the effectiveness of
evaluating effective classroom environments. (Parent and Student Surveys)
• The school district has financial support in place to continue successful transition planning for students and families.
• The school district provides staff development to pre-k providers in order to help prepare staff to ensure successful transitions for
students.
• Staff development is offered to help staff with transition processes.
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N t n PI-ace T

'Birth — 5 yrs. old

K - 12

• Through KtO, resources were dedicated to
focus specifically on literacy goals.
Administration is seeking additional funding to
support literacy goals.
• Literacy transitions within the B-5 division.
Infant to toddler /toddler to PS/PS to K. All
need formal plans with teacher training.
• The teaching staff needs time to meet with the
teachers who will be receiving their class next
year. This area needs examination and more
specific goals for each transition.
The district needs to create a formal transition
plan as a document from birth through grade 12
including a timeline, goals, and responsibilities
for implementation.

Ptafessional
P
tri
Resources thatou
Successful
transitions

•

•

•

•

Successful
transitions

•

Admin time to create
formal transition plans
for each age group.
PD for teachers on the
transition plans and
informal communication
process.
Investigation on whether
data would lend itself to
technology transition
system.
Collect survey results
and write down formal
plan
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Goal Statement: Transition - The school district will create a formal transition plan as a document from birth through grade 12 including a timeline,
goals, and responsibilities for implementation.
Rationale: This was our SMART goal. Also, we are learning how successful transitions can have a major impact on student success and completion of
high school.

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

Create surveys for parents aild
students

Meet with building transition
teams to improve building plans

Share plans district-wide to
ensure smooth transitions

Time Line

2012-2013 and annually

September and January through
2017

March 2013

Lead Person/s

KTO team

Buildirw Principak

KTO Pmject Director

Materials about creating
successful transitions

Building transition plans

Taking into account the parent
and student feedback, each
building will examine its own
plan.

We will look at each building s
plan and see how we can create
smooth building to building
transitions.

Measure of Success

All PV sludents and parents will
be surveyed to see how they felt
about their transition experience
and for ideas on how we can
improve.
Number of surveys returned

Creation of transition plan

Next year's parent and student
surveys

Rev ew Date

March 20

June 2017

June 2014

Birth to Grade 12

Action Step

Resources Needed

Specifics of in ormation

urveys
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Partnerships
The Pleasant Valley School District, birth-12 has developed strong partnerships with community services to support students and families.
Through staff participation and service in local community organizations such as the United Way, American Red Cross, and the Kiwanis Club, the school
district provides support to families by connecting them with social services to meet their individual family needs. Building upon this relationship, the
school district aims to strengthen its academic partnerships and communication through technology in an effort to improve public perception about literacy
education. We believe by continuing and expanding current initiatives to establish two-way communication such as parent advisory councils, academic
fairs and parent education programs the school district will strengthen its community partnerships birth-12.

In Place - PactnershiPa
Birth — 2th
grade

• The district engages all community partners to ensure comprehensive educational services
• The school district has an advisory committee that engages educational community partners.
• The school district has additional non-educational community partners that support families including libraries, health services,
social services, businesses and industry.
• The school district participates in community awareness activities to infolin the public of the need for literacy education for children.
Examples: Open houses, Healthy Start Screenings, Academic Fair, A Night of Unity, Kindergarten Parent Night, Read, Set, Read,
Now!, Pre-K Round Tables, Reading Fair.
• The school district is represented in community activities and committees to expand awareness of the need for a comprehensive and
integrated literacy program for children birth-grade 12.

'Other professi'ohal Development/ .

Not in Place - Partnerships
The LEA needs to establish partnerships across disciplines and
buildings to ensure that reading and writing are taught within the
contexts of the content specific curricula.

ResourceS that would. assist.
•
•
•

Successful Transitions
UDL
Family Engagement

•
•

The transition plan will help with
this.
Team collaboration in all buildings
that includes data analysis and
instructional planning.
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Goal Statement: Partnerships —PV will establish partnerships across disciplines and buildings to ensure that reading and writing are taught within the
contexts of the content specific curricula.
Rationale: "Research indicates that literacy is enhanced when reading and writing are integrated in context (Writing to Read, Carnegie Corporation, NY,
2010)."

Action Step 1

Action Step 2

Action Step 3

During curriculum planning, task
forces will meet and communicate
o ensure integration.

Departments from each building
will meet at the beginning of the
year to share expectations.

All content area teachers will be
expected to have an ELA
objective each day.

Time Line

Summer 2013

August 2013

20 13-20 14

Lead Personfs

Curriculum Superv isors

Buikhiig

Resources Needed

PCCGs

Conversation stems for these
meetings

As each task force meets, they
will create a list of ways to
regularly integrate reading and
writing in daily instruction.

Birth to Grade 12

Actio n Step

Princi pals

e

Measure of Success

PCCGs

For example: The
grade
science teachers will meet with
the 9th grade science teachers to
share what the students have
learned and what they will be
ectod to do
Teacher feedback

Review Da e

September 2011

September 2013

Spec' les o

ation

Building Pri ncipals

PD for content teachers on ELA
standards
This will help all teachers plan to
ntegrate reading and writing
daily in their content area

Observations
Lesson Plans
eekly
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Section V: Dissemination of Plan
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The School Board will be given the literacy plan by April 6, 2013 to review and approve at
the April 11, 2013 meeting.
Building principals will share the literacy plan electronically with their staff at spring faculty
workshops. (March — May 2013)
The Growing Place will share with Group Supervisors and Administration beginning in June.
The Growing Place will share with all staff at in-service. (October 2013)
Because we believe this is a living document, it will be kept in electronic form. We hope to
continue to update and use this plan as our guide for literacy instruction. (ongoing 2013-2014
school year)
The plan will be posted on our school district's website as well as on each school's web page.
(After April 11, 2013 Board meeting)
It will also be housed in Docushare where all teachers can access it. (After April 11, 2013
We will share with the community through the School District's Newsletter via articles
beginning in June 2013. We will also display the Literacy Plan at the Academic Fair in April
2013. Then, we will display again in 2014 to inform the public of progress toward goals and
provide an update.
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Section VI: Assessing and Reporting
Progress
•
•
•
•

The Literacy Planning team will meet quarterly to assess progress.
Each goal will be reviewed to see if we are staying on track and if changes need to be made.
The Reading Supervisor will report to the School Board twice per school year.
Each spring, the team will meet to set new goals for the following year.
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Appendix A: Birth to Grade 12 Transition
Plans
Birth to Age 5 The Growing Place assists children and their families when transitioning into one of our centers
for the first time, from classroom to classroom within a center, and from one center to another. It
is our goal to help the children transition smoothly and with minimal anxiety.
Children in The Growing Place traditionally move from one class to another yearly, depending
on their age and program. Children in the Infant & Toddler Program transition more often based
on the shorter timeframe between developmental milestones at that age. Children in the
preschool and school age programs normally transition in September.

Home to Center
One of the ways we work to ease the transition from home to childcare is to offer a home visit.
At the infant and toddler level, a staff member will pay a short visit to the home to learn the
child's schedule and routines. We can get to know the child, and a toddler can show off their
favorite toy, their room, or introduce the fmnily pet.
The Growing Place PA Pre-K Counts also offers home visits to all incoming preschoolers. The
child's teacher will visit the home a few days before school begins. Home visits help support a
less-stressful first day and can help to ease that first separation from home.

Center to Center
Children transitioning from one center to another are invited to visit the new center and meet the
staff before their child's first day. At that time, parents and children are provided with
infolination about how the centers are different and are given the opportunity to observe the
program and activities.
Conversation about a particular child's needs and family is passed between Center Directors as
part of transition, along with formal documentation. However, future plans include designing
and implementing a process so that teachers can formally communicate relevant information
about individual children.
Literacy instruction is embedded throughout the ECE curriculum. Consistency is created
through the use of best practice and the Early Learning Standards, which provides a learning
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continuum from B-5. The use of developmentally appropriate literacy instruction is emphasized
through policies, training, and evaluative practices.

Classroom to Classroom or Program to Program within a Center
Children transitioning within a center are given multiple opportunities to visit and become
familiar with their new classroom and teacher. Shared activities, classroom visits, and shared
space all contribute to smooth transitions because the child is comfortable in the whole building,
not just within their classroom.

Transition from Pre-K to Kindergarten
• The district identifies a Pre-K Coordinator among its administration. The Coordinator works
closely with the pre-k community to provide pre-k transition activities.
• In the kindergarten registration process, the school district acquires parent permission to capture
pre-k assessment data from the pre-k providers.
• Documentation of student success is established through the use of assessment data, district
screenings and developmental observations.
• The school district provides Pre-K Round Tables; parent/child school tours; administrative
visits to preschools; Read-Set-Read Now! Parent information nights; all of which have verbal
and written evaluations in place.
• The teaching staff has access to trainings on transitions for their specific age group.
Information on successful transitions for infants and toddlers are provided to families and staff.

Kindergarten to Grade 3 Home to School
•
•
•
•
•

The elementary division sends welcome letters to all incoming kindergarten students. These
letters include supply lists and transportation information.
Kindergarten students and parents come to school together on the first day for an orientation.
There is also a kindergarten orientation evening for parents.
Find Your Classroom days in August.
Open house occurs for all parents and students.

Grade to Grade
•
•
•
•

Supply lists are sent home
Parent information nights for each grade level will be held before the beginning of each
school year.
Find Your Classroom days in August.
Visit next year's teacher to hear about the new grade level
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•
•
•

Carefully planned placement process
Electronic portfolios so teachers can begin instruction on the first day of school
Transition meetings for learning support students

Building to Building (3`d to 4 th grade)
•
•
•
•

•

Find Your Classroom days in August
Transition meetings with intermediate principal
Parent information nights prior to school opening
Move Up Days in the spring:
o Administration Welcoming
o Guidance, IST, School Nurse, School Police Introductions
o Student Ambassadors (6 th graders) Introductions
o Assigned Classroom Visits
o Building Tours
• Cafeteria
• Office
• Nurse's office
• Gym
• Music rooms
• Art rooms
• Library
• Computer Lab
Guidance counselor transition meetings

4th

to 6th Grade

—

Grade to Grade
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transition meetings with principal
Parent information nights prior to school opening
Find Your Classroom days in August
Welcome assemblies
Spring classroom visits for next grade level
Electronic portfolios so teachers can begin instruction on the first day of school
Transition meetings for learning support students

Building to Building (6 th to 7th grade)
•
•

Find Your Classroom days in August
Transition meetings with intermediate principal
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•
•
•
•

Parent information nights prior to school opening
Parent scheduling meetings
Move Up Days in the spring
Guidance counselor transition meetings

7th to Sth Grade Grade to Grade
•
•
•
•
•

Parent scheduling meetings
Find Your Classroom days in August
Transition meetings for learning support students
Electronic portfolios so teachers can begin instruction on the first day of school
Transition meetings for learning support students

Building to Building (8 th to 9th grade)
•
•
•
•
•

High School administrator visits to the Middle School
Guidance counselor transition meetings
Scheduling meetings
Find Your Classroom Days in August
Parent Information Night before school begins

9th to 12th Grade Grade to Grade
•
•
•
•
•

Parent Information Night
Open House
Welcome Back assembly
Electronic portfolios so teachers can begin instruction on the first day of school
Transition meetings for learning support students

Appendix B: Literacy Needs Assessment
(See attached pages)

Pennsylvania Department of Education
Division of Federal Programs
333 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333

Keystones to Opportunity

Local Literacy Needs Assessment

Local Literacy Needs Assessment: Purpose and Background

The Keystones to Opportunity Grant plans to award significant dollars to LEAs to address the gaps in literacy in the
Birth-Grade 12 continuum. In order to ensure the funds are being allocated in areas that will address the greatest
need, all applicants are required to complete a Local Literacy Needs Assessment. This document calls for districts to
establish a Literacy Planning Team with representation from each of the statutory areas (Birth - Age 5, Elementary,
Middle, and High school). After completing the Needs Assessment individually, the planning team will convene to
discuss findings and establish consensus on the areas of strength and areas of need. This in-depth analysis will
provide districts with the information needed to identify specific needs within a component or a statutory area, or
identify any needs existing across the continuum. Results may show a consistent need in a single statutory area (ex:
High School) or a consistent need within a component spanning across all areas (ex: Transition). These findings will
allow the district to identify priority areas for intervention, and ultimately identify targeted areas for potential
funding. While results have no bearing on the scoring of pre-applications, the completion of the Local Literacy Needs
Assessment is required.

This document can be completed electronically and resaved as a PDF for uploading on the e-grants website.

Pennsylvania Department of Education. Division of Federal Programs
Keystones to Opportunity Comprehensive Literacy Needs Assessment
Directions: The following tool was designed to be completed by an LEA Literacy Planning Team. Applicants are encouraged to have each team
member complete the assessment individually prior to meeting as a group. During the group meeting, each team member is encouraged to share
his/her perspective in an effort to help the group reach consensus on each item. If a group is unable to reach consensus on a particular item, this
may indicate that the strategies and actions are "emerging" but not in place consistently. This tool is not scored as part of the Pre-application.
However, the quality of the analysis provided by the LEA and the strength of the evidence cited in support of each answer are scored.

A pplicant LEA

Name, Address
,
Partner Agencies

Names, Addresses, Phone ,
Email

Contact Person for 11A

Name, Email, Phone ,,
Members of Planning

Team
Name I TitleI Role I Email
Address

Pleasant Valley School District, Dr. Lee J. Lesisko
#1 School Lane, Rt. 115
Brodheadsville, PA 18322
The Growing Place Child Centers,
Lisa Eick, tgpleich@ptd.net
'
Executive Director, 138 Trach
Drive, Kresgeville, PA 18333,
610-681-5486

The Growing Place Pre-K Counts
Program, Linda Barney,
tgplbarney@ptd.net , Director,
138 Trach Drive, Kresgeville, PA
18333, 610-681-5486

Dr. Lee J. Lesisko, lesisko.lee@pvbears.org , 570-402-1000 x1311
Lee Lesisko, Grant Writer & Technology Services, PVSD, lesisko.lee@pvbears.org , Carole Geary, Assistant Superintendent for
Curriculum & Instruction, PVSD, geary.carole@pvbears.org , Dora Tartar, Reading Supervisor K-12, PVSD,
tartardora@pvbears.org , Penny Derr, Principal, PVI, dempenny@pvbears.org , Lori Hagerman, Birth-Age 5 Parent/Teacher,
Elementary Schools, hagerman.lori@pvbears.org , Keri Ramsay, Birth-Age 5 Parent/Teacher, PVI, ramsay.keri@pvbears.org ,
Valerie Eblin, teacher, PVMS/PVHS, eblin.valerie@pvbears.org , Jamie Schuler, Literacy Coach, PVSD,
schulerjamie@pvbears.org , Joshua Krebs, Principal, PVE, krebs.joshua@pvbears.org , Lisa Eick, Executive Director, Growing
Place, tgpleick@ptd.net , Linda Barney, Director, Pre-K Counts, tgplbarney@ptd.net , Erica Wafters, Assistant Principal, Pre-K
Transition Coordinator, walters.erica@pvbears.org , Tresa Malligo, Assistant Principal, HS, malligo.tresa@pvbears.org , and Chris
Fisher, Assistant to the Superintendent for Curriculum & Instruction, PVSD, fisher.chris@pvbears.org
Certification of Participation for Planning Team Members (Signature Page) signatures are on file and available upon request.
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Procedural Data Literacy Needs Assessment
Components of
the
Pennsylva nia

Strategies and Actions Recommended to Support

Com prehensive

Implementation of the District-Level Framework

Literacy Needs
Assessment
.1

■111MIIM11111111■111■1101111■111■11011111111=0■11•■••••

(A) The district's written curriculum for Literacy —Birth-Grade 12 - is aligned with the Pennsylvania Early Learning Standards (birth-5), the Pennsylvania
Academic Standards for Reading, Writing, Speakingand Listening (K-12) and with the Reading Assessment Anchors and Eligible Contetit (Grades 3-8 and
11) Essential goals and content are articulated by grade level and provide the basis to enable ail students to gain the necessary skills of a literate
person in the twenty-first century" (CCSS, p. 3).
Rationale: A 'guaranteed and viable curriculum" is considered the component having the most impact on student achievement (Marza no, 2000).
1. The Pennsylvania State Academic Standards, the Pennsylvania Early

2.

3.
4.
5.

Birth — Age 5

Elementary

Middle

High

Learning Standards, and the Pennsylvania Comprehensive Literacy
Plan (PaCLP) are the foundation of the district's written curriculum.
This curriculum explicitly states what students need to know and
be able to do at each grade level.
The district uses a common framework (birth to grade 12) to
instruct and assess literacy ensuring a consistent approach across
subject areas and age/grade levels.
The district implements with fidelity a research-based core literacy
curriculum to ensure students meet the Standards.
Reading, writing, speaking and listening are systematically
integrated throughout the day in all subject areas.
Students are provided with exemplary writing samples, assessment
rubrics, real-world writing tasks, writing in response to reading and
oral and written feedback.

6 The district uses a common framework and rubrics to instruct and
assess writing ensuring a consistent approach across subject areas
and grade levels.
7. The written curriculum addresses all students.
8. All students have access to a rigorous, standards aligned
curriculum.

Enter the corresponding numerical score for each of the statutory 3
areas in the above scoring fields. Totals will automatically calculate
at the end of each component.

Score
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Birth

Are a o f Streng t h ( 8)

Priority Areas for Needed improvement

13/

No t in P la ce ( 0)

Evidence and Notes

I

, :„

(A) District personnel provide leadership for literacy assessment
Rationale: District leadership enables and empowers school improvement actions; a plan for effective assessment practices is essential for monitoring

ongoing improvement of student reading skills.
1. A "data culture" exists throughout the district. This includes a

Birth — Age 5

Elementary

Middle

High

system to support building administrators in the use of literacy
assessment data in schools and to develop follow-up plans to
adjust instruction as needed at the school, grade and student
levels.
2 A district-wide literacy assessment plan has been developed
including purposes, measures to be used, schedules, procedures,
and targeted students at each grade level in every school.
3. A district-level database is established, implemented, and
maintained to collect and summarize school-level and student-level
literacy data and to provide immediate and easy access to
information.

4

(a) The district selectS literacy assessment measures that are valid and retie le
,1 instruction (phonemit awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, tomprehenslo

at ovide information on the essential elements of literacy
ptive and expressive language, and writing).

1. Selected assessment measures have strong evidence of validity and
reliability. These measures are used on an established schedule to
screen, diagnose, monitor, and determine literacy outcomes of K-12
students district-wide.
2. Selected measures provide information on the essential elements of
literacy instruction appropriate for each level or grade span and are
explicitly linked to district and state literacy goals. Duplication of
assessment measures is avoided.

The district has developed capacity to gather and use data.
1. The district has identified a data specialist to oversee the collection,
validation and storage of student achievement data, provide special
assessment training to staff, work with staff in the analysis of data,
prepare timely reports, and identify district/school trends.
2. A pool of competent trainers is established and maintained who are
available locally to
a) Train district staff on data collection and interpretation (e.g.,
PSSA, PVAAS, DIBELS Next, 4Sight)
b) Provide a comprehensive initial training on data collection to all
new staff members
c) Provide quarterly follow-up and retooling trainings as needed
d) Conduct brief reliability checks to ensure that the data collected
are reliable for all data collectors.
3. Ongoing training and support is provided to all staff who teach or
supervise literacy programs in the following areas:
a) Assessments used by the district
b) Data analysis
c) Data Interpretation
d) Data utilization
4. At least one individual per school is designated to become the expert
on specific reading measures used at that school. Ongoing training
and support is provided for this role.

5

(0) Assessments are administered Ina timefy mamter and with standardized procedures.
Rationale: Assessments should be administered early and (for repeated measures) with sufficient frequency to detect lack of progress and thereby avoid
loss Of valuable instructional time. Because data are used for comparison purposes, it is essential that assessment measures be standardized.
1 girth — Age s
1. Assessments are given in a standardized manner across students,
classes, and schools.

Elementary

3

Middle
1

2

High
I

I

2

2 1

1

2. A district-wide assessment calendar is established that specifies
testing windows for each measure that is a part of the district
assessment plan. (Please attach district assessment calendar)

1

3

31

3

1
1

3. Screening/diagnostic measures are administered or record review
occurs district-wide very early in the year to identify students who
may need additional instructional support. Move-in students are
assessed shortly (within 5 school days) after their arrival and placed
into instructional groups.

3

1

1

1

2

I
I

1

I

1
.

Birth — Age S

1. Support for a district-wide formative assessment process is provided
at each level. Necessary resources are dedicated to ensure each
school has a viable plan for collecting ongoing progress monitoring
data on students receiving interventions. District recommendations
are established regarding the frequency of data collection for
AI
students at risk of reading difficulties.

Elementary

middle

High

4

III

21

1

4 11

11
'1 1

1

1

0

I

2. A valid assessment for grades K-2 is adopted to allow for evaluation
of the early literacy program.

3

3

3

I

3

6

19atp. ata_ are reviewed r egniarlY by administrators and te adiers *
R
District support of ongoing review of data a nd adjstm
m ironaie:
,

°del- This district strate emPowers schools to be responsuivetoensttuden

Ion and supOort are adj
ruction based upon:th

cordingly across the di
t the renter of a continuous

instrUctional need

1. Districts support schools by ensuring that teachers are provided the
time needed to conduct regularly scheduled data meetings using
district protocols and procedures to:
a) Review results of literacy performance assessments on an
ongoing basis (e.g., every 2-4 weeks for students below benchmark
levels and 3-5 times/year for those at/above benchmark level).
b) Make necessary adjustments to literacy instruction programs as
indicated by the data. Periodic school and district-level data
summits are scheduled (part-day meetings of literacy leadership
teams 3-5 times/year) for more comprehensive data review and
planning purposes.
2 Based on the review of data, district leaders participate in literacy
team meetings at the school level in order to assist with systemslevel problem solving and identify possible professional
development needs and district supports.

25 /48
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0:

(Birth - Age 5)
Developmental guidelines, state approved assessment systems of Work Sampling System and Ounce Scale.
(Elementary School)
PVIP Action Plan grades K-4, a common framework and core literacy program to instruct and assess literacy is
in place in grades K-4, Writing rubrics are available to teachers in grades 1-4 in the core reading program and

vidence and

nnmricte

ority Areas for Needed

ye en

fnr OCC A nrcin•arinn

(Birth - Age 5)
Analysis and interpretation of data. Teaching staff and director training on interpreting and using data.
Adjusting instruction based on the data. Using specific literacy data to identify professional development
opportunities. Although many pieces are in place, they are weak or non-existent birth to two years. There is also
a lack of connections between existing pieces.
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Birth - Age S

cf

(A) literacy instruction is explicitly organized on a grade-appropriate basis around the essential elements of literacy including phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, receptive and expressive language, and writing.
Rationale: The five elements of literacy are the building blocks to becoming a successful reader; mastering them allows students to fully develop their
rr ading ability.
-

1. The district has established an instructional model that addresses all
of the essential elements including phonemic awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, receptive and expressive
language, and writing.

Birth - Age 5

lementary

Middle

High

(B) School administrators are strong instructional leaders and ongoing support is provided for this role
Rationale: Principals have the authority and direct accountability to assure that effective practices are implemented and are working. The principal's
position should be structured to assure that each school has a strong leader who provides the support needed for an effective
reading program for all students.
1. School administrators are supported in conducting regularlyscheduled instructional walk-throughs to ensure that effective
instruction is being provided to all students and programs are being
implemented with fidelity.

Birth - Age 5

Elementary

Middle

High

2. School administrators' efforts to provide instructional leadership in
literacy are supported by scheduling
administrative meetings at times other than during literacy
instruction.
3. School administrators are assisted in (a) providing structure and
support for grade level and school level
literacy team meetings and (b) participating in them directly or
indirectly through briefings following the meetings.

8

41 00

eAlstrict provides sufflient inStruct
'
ional time In literaq far aM udents,to learn '
.
.
Rat ionale: Learning new, complex, and highki imPdrtanf skills takes more t,ithe then once tholght and takes so e students, longer. th an others. District
upPort of principals and teachers giVing incividual students the time and instruction they need to learn helps ensure'studOnt succeS:s',
1. A suggested minimum amount of literacy instruction is provided to
all students as follows:
a) Birth — 5 age appropriate literacy immersion
b) Grades K-3: 120-150 minute literacy block daily
c) Grades 4-5: 90-120 minute literacy block daily and literacyconnected learning across the instructional areas
d) Grades 6-8: 40-60 minutes daily dedicated specifically to a reading
class for all students (as data dictates) in addition to the literacy
connected instruction and practice that takes place across the
instructional areas
e) Grades 9-12: 2-4 hours of literacy-connected instruction and
practice that takes place across the instructional areas.
f) School board policy has been considered to ensure that the need
for sufficient instructional time in literacy is met.

lie bit

2. Necessary funding and personnel are secured to support small group,
teacher-directed literacy instruction for a portion of daily literacy
instruction for K-3 students.
3. Small group, teacher-directed intensive literacy intervention is
provided beyond the core literacy block for all K-5 students across
the district that are reading below grade level.
4. Each student in middle and high school with below grade-level
literacy skills is provided with at least an additional period of literacy
instruction support every day.
5. Beyond providing additional instructional time during the school day,
intensive after-school and/or summer school intervention programs
are considered for students reading below grade level based on their
assessment information.

9

supplemental and intervention reading programs (Note- Many schools
(D}Euldence-based instructional materials and practices are adopted for co
le evidence on which to base recommendations for this use of
reading.
To
date,
there
for
use technology as part of the instructional tool set
ASP and ijttp:/fies.ed„gov/rtcee/oub!;/2007400S/index,asri.)
techbology in reading instruction.) (See hapaties.ed.gov/ncee/pubs/20094001
Rationale: District support of bo th evidence-based instructional materials and effectiv e instructional practices are important in order tdreach district

instructional goals.

1. Formal district policies and procedures are established that result in
the adoption of evidence-based instructional programs which align
with and support state standards and the district's written
curriculum.

iddle

2. The district has adopted district-wide, scientifically-based core
literacy materials for Pre-K through Grade 5 (6).
3. Effective evidence-based supplemental and intervention programs
are adopted for use with students needing additional instruction
beyond the core literacy program.
4. When more than one type of LITERACY program is being used with
individual students within the district (e.g., core and intervention
programs), these programs are aligned with each other.
5. Teachers across the district use adopted evidence-based programs
and materials with consistency and fidelity.

All federal programs that Provide literary suPPort are aligned with general
ionale: Without alignment of goais and resourceS across various programs, e
grams maximizes funding and leverages effective instruction for all students.

uration literacy instruction.
rts ay be scattered and resuits limited. Alignment of all district reading

1. Across the district, federal programs that provide literacy support
(e.g., Special Education, ELL, Title I) are aligned with general
education literacy instruction in order to provide consistent reading
instruction for students at risk in learning to read.
2. All students have access to the districts core literacy curriculum

(F) Students are Provided differentiated 'reading instluction based uPon Student assessment data.
Ratidnale: Assessment data provides an objective basis for placing students at instructional levels and in flexible instructional grouPs. For effective and
equitable Placement, district suPPort df the use' of assessment data first, folloWed by consideration of other factors, ensures that no group or subgroup of
students are over-or under-represented at any levetef instruction.
1. A set of data-based decision protocols is used consistently across the
district which guides student placement into differentiated
intervention and enrichment reading programs and materials.

iamu uuaauuuu
1ddle
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(G) Effective teacher delivery of robust reading instruction is promoted across the district.
1. District personnel work with building administrators to ensure that
teachers across the district are incorporating features of effective
delivery of literacy instruction.

Elementary

Birth Age 5

2

Middle

2

2

31

Evidence and Notes

/54

(Birth - Age 5)
ECERS, ITERs, Developmental Guidelines, Work Sampling and Ounce Scale, Teacher meetings, Director
meetings, Creative Curriculum, NAEYC standards.
(Elementary School)
PVIP Action Plan, Principal and Assistant Principal Leadership Council Goals 2011-2012, evidence of regularly
onkoril dorl nrar4Q 'ouch ond lifororw forlorn rnoofirtele r•on ko fni Ind in n- ■ kntkki k, dhrinn moo -limn erkorli doe Thorn

in

(Birth - Age 5)
Specific targeted literacy intervention based on data, additional evidence based intervention programs needed

Priority Areas for Needed Improve ent

for children birth to age five.
(Elementary School)
Staff in grades K-4 are using evidence based programs and materials and are moving towards consistent
ironIoroonkM•inr•

rt

ha rthco,,ori +hrniorth the

foonkor nkook,o+inn tnnl from tond oArn;e4ofkoa
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Elementary
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High

Middle
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(A) The most strategic and productive use of professional learning resources are provided and aligned with Pennsylvania Educational Initiatives (IDEA,
Title 1, Title HI, etc.)

Rationale: Districts should utilize all opportunities to achieve maximum impact from professional development opportunities and resources.
1. Professional development efforts are aligned to leverage resources
and ensure a cohesive plan that addresses the needs of all learners
(i.e. students, teachers). This alignment is sustained and focused
across years.

rth - Age 5

2

lementary

Midd e

High

2

II

2. District professional development time (e.g., staff development days,
late starts, early dismissals) is utilized strategically by focusing on
content that will result in meeting district reading goals and by
sustaining that focus over time.
(B) P

ssional learning m

$ for effective profess

ilea

1. All professional learning reflects the characteristics of effective
professional learning programs. Professional development is
a) Focused on goals and guided by assessment data
b) Ongoing
c) Engaging and interactive
d) Collaborative (including Professional Learning Communities)

e) Job-embedded.
2. Application of the content to classroom instruction is stressed.
Impact of professional learning on student and teacher learning is
measured. Coaching, instructional supervision, ongoing teacher
collaboration, peer coaching, and related strategies are used for this

purpose.
ch or supervise literacy.
Differentiated professional le arning is provided for a llsta
tonalel Although most literacy profes lanai lea ning focuses on teacher preparation districts should so plan h h- ua ity prof essional learni
cai • nt teachers, administrators, specialists, educational assistants, volunteers, and anyone else whose work heles
g fbrne
e student learning. Srodneets
el prepared And supported staff to maximize their chances to learn and to succeed.
1. Initial and ongoing in-class professional learning is provided specific
m en
to the literacy programs school personnel will be teaching:
a) Before the start of the year, teachers new to a building receive
detailed preparation in the school's literacy model, literacy
assessments, and how to implement the materials they will be
using.
b) Periodically (at least once a year), returning teachers receive
follow up guidance to enhance implementation of the core,
supplemental, and intervention materials.
c) Instructional specialists (Title I, special education, ELL and Gifted
Education specialists) are included in literacy professional learning
that classroom teachers receive.

12

2 Principals attend district and building-level professional learning
sessions on literacy elements, materials and assessments.
Scheduling conflicts with district leadership meetings are avoided
on these dates. Additional professional learning is provided for
principals on becoming instructional leaders at regular sessions
throughout the school year.

Ae 5

Eementa

ddl

3. District staff are provided opportunities for professional learning in
the areas of parent involvement/engagement.
4. Teaching staff are provided with opportunities to collaborate,
study, observe others, visit model demonstration sites, and make
plans to improve instruction.
5 A comprehensive professional learning plan and support system for
instructional assistants who support literacy groups is developed
including instruction and guidance on instructional materials they
will use.
6. The district is committed to integrating literacy across the
instructional areas at the middle and high school levels.
Professional development and ongoing in-class support necessary
to make this happen are provided including subject-specific
comprehension and vocabulary strategies.
1,61.

Score

19

0

0

0

0 1 0,

1 7 / 30

(Birth - Age 5)
PA Keys professional development program. Certified PQAS trainer on site, Director training, professional
development plan developed and implemented. A strong connection through district/county Pre-K transition plan
and School readiness Task Force participants.
(Elementary School)
Prnfaceinnal rhavaInnmant ic in nlana with a nlan tn ei ietain it anrnee

nrariact<-11

Prnfaceinnal riavaInnmont

(Birth - Age 5)
Organizational literacy goals need to be reviewed and formally articulated while creating the continuum from birth
to age five. However, birth to age three is of greatest need.
(Elementary School)
Teaching staff communication and engagement with community, teaching staff opportunities to observe and

13

(A) Strong literacy leadership is provided at the district levet.

Rationale: Nothing provides more support for an Initiative than championing it from the top of the organization.
1. Leadership and vision are evident at the district level to ensure that
all staff actively support district literacy goals and outcome-based
literacy improvement practices.

Birth — Age 5

Elementary

Middle

1

HIgh

2. Policies, personnel, budgets, training, and other operational
resources are used as fiscal and administrative strategies to produce
improved outcomes at the district and school levels.
3. Programs to recruit, train, and retain future literacy leaders as well
as make stronger literacy leaders of those already in leadership
positions are developed within the district.
4. Principals and other staff are assigned to buildings based on training,
experience, knowledge, and skills matched to the data evidence of
the instructional needs of students and the support needs of staff in

that building.
5. Literacy is kept "front and center" as a district priority. Positive
results are acknowledged and consistently high-performing and
high-growth schools are recognized.
6. The district and schools analyze data results to determine root cause
of success.
7. District leadership consistently asks schools, "How can we (district
leaders) support your literacy improvement efforts?"
8. Literacy leadership is evident in administration, teachers, staff,
parents, and students

14

Strong literacy leadership at all lei/els i supportedby strong literacy leadership at the district eve
Rationale: School-level leadership supported by district-level leadership drives real instructional improvem
1

LI

011
11
1,

1. Coordination of literacy goals, assessment, instruction, and
professional development at the school and district levels is
emphasized.
, 0
I or
2. If funds are available and/or if the district is large enough, a district11
0L
level staff member is assigned as a literacy coordinator. If funds are
not available and/or in smaller districts, the function of literacy
leadership is distributed to people in other leadership roles; these
i
staff members organize literacy leadership teams at the school or
1.1
00 1
1
,
district level having a point person to coordinate efforts.
3. The literacy coordinator or district literacy leadership team (BirthGrade 12) performs the functions of literacy coordination including
01
(a) Meeting regularly using a well-planned agenda and providing
meeting notes/minutes in a timely manner.
1 ,1
Supporting building principals and reading/intervention
(b)
1001
specialists
(c) Making regular walk-through visits to classrooms to see
evidence-based and effective literacy instruction in action
N r 11 1
(d) Coordinating literacy data collection and analysis
(e) Coordinating district-level professional development and data
retreats in literacy.
00 ,
4.
If
at
all possible, district funds are allocated to provide coaching
'
support in each building in the district. More coaching support is
provided to the buildings with the greatest numbers of students
1'
reading below grade level. If it is not possible to support coathing
1(
positions, key coaching functions are assigned within each school
4
10 11 1 °11hh,ry
h h
and at the district level.
1
,
•11011 0 1 44
5.
The
district provides leadership and regular meetings times for
100001k0,,,
professional
learning teams. The focus is on the following questions:
01
a. What do we want students to learn?
0
•
1
b. How will we know when they have learned it?
hi
11'
,
c. What will we do when they haven't learned it?
1
6. Principals are provided with guidance to give structure and support
0
°III
for these professional learning team meetings which they
i,
0100 1111 ,
participate in directly through attendance or indirectly through
1
II
t 411
briefings following the meetings.

B rth — Ages

2

2

0

2

2

2

3

3

2

1

1

High
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2
1

0

2

3

3

1

1

1

1

2
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Supervision and ongoing support needed for principals to fulfill their
8. roles as instructional leaders are provided by district personnel.

1

4,
v

1

(C.) lite district has built c pacity from within to support effect ve literacy pract
Rationale: By building capacity to support literacy—distributing capacity aMong staff —districts expand support to the tnst uction and assessment processes.
As a result, they increase the likelihood that the literacy programs they create can last over time and through personnel turnover.

, n

a

le e
7. Meeting agendas and minutes are distributed and archived.

1 1,1,

'

1

h

41L0 Iiii 11 w

1 i

i

1. Capacity is built district-wide by identifying teachers, coaches,
and/or district personnel who can serve as trainers of core,
supplemental, intervention, and enrichment literacy materials as
4
well as provide training on standardized assessment procedures that
teachers are expected to use.
LI 1 1
2. Instructional coaches are provided with the time, preparation, and
1
continuous support needed to properly fulfill this role.
) 1

vta

Middle

Hig h

1
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3. District uses their local Intermediate Unit to provide literacy
professional learning to build district capacity.

1

t

ll ht

t,

1
I
tII 0,1 :41
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4. District uses their regional PaTTAN consultants to provide
professional learning and to build district capacity.

District and school litera cy planning is used to guide lite racy improvem ent

its.

Rationale: Planning provides direction; actions derived from plans produce results.

i
1

1

011 1 , 1

o
v

It
1

dt

,

1. A comprehensive, coordinated, and sustainable Birth-Grade 12

Id

a 0t
16 t

Elementary

Middle

MB

' 1 2. The District Literacy Plan is recorded, disseminated widely, and
referenced frequently.

,
t 1

Birth -Age S

District Literacy Plan is adopted and incorporated that includes a
multi-tiered instructional model for all students.

1

3. Schools are expected to develop a School Literacy Plan that is aligned
with the District Literacy Plan; it is used to guide literacy
improvement.

1
I
LI

1

4. Schools use their plan to guide literacy improvement.

Rho
16

(E) Personnel practices are aligned with and support hnproved literacy outcomes.
1 "

h

Rationale: Hiring, assigning, supervising, supporting, and evaluating staff all impact the quality of instruction. In order to reach di trict goals, all factors that
lil linkto learning shOuld be optimized.
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4. Additional resources are systematically sought out at the local, state
and federal levels to support district literacy goals.

(F) A Strtng literacy cutture within the district and its schools is developed and maintained.
,

ht.

1

1
ii

,1 1

h

Rationale: A literacV culture can be defined as "bow we do things here in literacY.E It indudes shared mission, vision, beliefs, languag e, and Prac ices
pertaining to reading. By shaping these elements to support improved literacy outcomes, chances of achieving goals are greatly enhanced.
External stakeholders receive communication about the District
1. Literacy Plan and student progress on the district's goals within that

h

11 1

plan on a regular basis.
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1
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2. The message that the principal's primary responsibility is to be an
instructional leader is communicated to all staff, the school board,
parents, and community.

1

'14
11

h

High

If ji^.46,
0

4

ddle
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3. District (general fund) resources are dedicated to meeting literacy
goals. Budgets from multiple programs are blended, as allowed and
necessary, to support literacy outcomes (e.g., Titles I, BB, Ill, IDEA,
SIG, etc.).

v

1

h

Elemefltaiy

2. Leadership is developed from within by providing opportunities for
future literacy leaders to develop the knowledge, skills, and
v 1 1
I
experience that will allow them to fulfill such roles.

4
"
11'

V

BIrt h

14

i

v

1. Personnel practices are aligned to support literacy goals. Job
descriptions, hiring practices, supervision protocols, and staff
evaluation criteria have been developed that articulate the
components of literacy leadership.

I

'Vs, liv hi

.14

•lt
I

3. The superintendent communicates regularly with all district leaders
(i.e., Curriculum Director, Special Education Director, Title Director,
1 1
ELL Director), principals, teachers, staff, and stakeholders in order to
h,
v
sustain the vision, beliefs, expectations, goals, and commitments for
readi : success.
4. The commitment to data-based decision making is modeled by
a) Addressing data regularly at meetings with school leadership
h
1
b) Identifying successes and targets for improvement
0
c) Leading discussions on how targets will be addressed and
1 v hh
resources will be allocated to support these targets.

17

5. Schools are assisted with writing yearly school-based reports on
progress toward literacy goals for parents, the school board, and
others.

Birth — Age 5

Hi h

Elementary

6. Staff efforts that help make a difference in student performance are
acknowledged. Events are planned to celebrate literacy success.

Score

Evidence and Notes

64 nu

62 /102

33/1oz

63 /102

(Birth - Age 5)
Director and Group Supervisor meetings, discuss curriculum, implement teaching strategies, identified areas of
improvement, and discuss consistent application of policies. School District Kindergarten Round Table, Early
Childhood programs infuse language and literacy into all content areas.
(Elementary School)
ruo.,4,-.1. I itanant, Dion MAD Antinn PIr, P,Rir vrear rcinnr* nne-1 cint.1 rif weinr nannel. CIDC fonrn moo:Air-Inc ,nria hairl in El
(Birth - Age 5)
Creating a platform for organization-wide literacy data to be discussed and build long-term goals and
improvement plans based on that data. Create designated Birth - Age 5 literacy coach position to ensure it
Iremains on the top of the curriculum agenda. Ongoing professional development in data driven decision making
; to guide instruction and meet literacy goals (need focus on birth to three).
I
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High

a)
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No t in P lace (0)

IN
boa

Middle

Elementary

Area o f Streng t h ( 3)

Birth Age 5

Area o fStreng t h ( 3)

Priority Areas for Needed Improvement

(A) Transitions for students are addressed in the district. The primary goal of transition planning is to ensure that atl students have opportunities to
expetience academic excellence and a strong sense of well-being.
Rationale: Since learning is a continuous process, transition planning is important for all who educate and guide students.
1. The district has a transition committee comprised of multiple
stakeholders who are best able to meet the needs of the initiative.
2. The district has documented information on student retentions,
graduation rates and other predictors are used in order to develop
transition strategies for ensuring student success in school.
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3. There is an evaluation process that includes questions and
measurements that will assess the effectiveness of evaluating
effective classroom environments and a tool to monitor and
1, lh
improve the transition process.
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4. The district has developed tools to monitor and improve the
transition process.
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Middle

2. Transition goals are identified in the school improvement plan.

1 4

1

41

5. Financial support is in place to continue successful transition
planning for students and families.

4
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.

6. A variety of staff development is offered in order to help prepare
staff to ensure successful transitions for students.

'1

Ill

hi

Elementary

It

111

oh

Birth—AgeS

1. A transition plan Birth-Grade 12 has been written and includes a
timeline, goals, and responsibilities for implementation.

1

0000J I

1

Hig

(8) School districts that develop a comprehense tratuftion plan, in coilabotlon with all stakeholders in their communftles s will build posftive
relationships that will lead to a greater understanding of the needs and coftcerns of all of their students and their families
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3. The district is represented on the county LEARN teams.
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Evidence and Notes

Score

10/27

15/27

16 / 27

12127

(Birth - Age 5)
County wide K transition plan, district Pre-K liaison, Pre-K transition tours and meetings with families prior to
Kindergarten. Support of Ready, Set, Read Now! program for children, round table meetings between Pre-K
teachers and Kindergarten teachers to connect literacy goals, Kindergarten/ECE teachers observe each other's
classes.
(Fipmrantarv Srhrulll

PriorityAreas for Needed improvement

0

(Birth - Age 5)
Connect infant and toddler literacy goals to Pre-K and Kindergarten. Pleasant Valley and The Growing Place
creating a plan that describes key stakeholders and positive steps used to transition children.
(Elementary and Middle Schools)
We need to do more transition planning with our K staff. There is a need for more consistent monitoring and
•
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19

High

Middle

Elementary

Birth — Age 5
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(A) The LEA has strong parthetships within the community that support its efforts toward educational and social growth of the families. The LEA has
HproCesses by which all stakeholders (e.g. parents, tare-takers, educators, community members, etc.) Involved in students' ffteracY learning can
facilitate that learning in a coherent and consistent manneriThe Rote Comprehensive Literacy Plan; Pennsylvania Keystones to Opportunity, p. 2)
Rationale: Shared responsibility for literacy learning among families, community, and educational professionals is e'senrial for improved student learning.
(The State Comprehensive Literacy Plan; Pennsylvania Keystones to Opportunity Guiding Pri r IC p e, #1.)
1. The district coordinates with community educational resources (e.g.
intermediate unit, early childcare providers, family literacy
programs, higher education) to ensure comprehensive, nonduplicative, and aligned educational services.
2.

Birth — Age 5

Elementary

Middle

High

The district has an advisory committee that engages educational
community partners (parents, teachers, administrators, adult
education providers, early childhood education providers, family
literacy providers, and students) in planning, implementing, and
evaluating the comprehensive and integrated literacy services.

3. The district has additional non-educational community partners
that support families including libraries, health services, social
services, businesses and industry.
4. The district participates in community awareness activities to
inform the public of the need for literacy education for children
birth to grade 12.
5. The district is well represented in community activities and
committees to expand awareness of the need for a comprehensive
and integrated literacy program for children birth-grade 12.
6. The LEA has established partnerships across the disciplines to
ensure that reading and writing are taught within the contexts of
the content specific curricula. Research indicates that literacy is
enhanced when reading and writing are integrated in context
(Writing to Read, Carnegie Corporation, NY, 2010).

20

dence and No

(Birth - Age 5)
Partnership with local library, collaborate with Pre-K Counts providers, School Readiness Task Force, Pocono
Alliance. The Growing Place teaching staff share literacy curriculum information with families at yearly open
house, Healthy Start Screenings, academic fair, Ready, Set, Read Now!, and Pre-K round tables.
(Elementary and Middle Schools)
Pre-Kindergarten night, Reading Fair, Academic Fair, A Night of Unity, Kindergarten parent night.
(High School)
(Birth - Age 5)
Formally connecting the birth to age five literacy plan to the K-12 plan. The need to share data between the ECE
program and the school district to reflect the continuum of learning. Various tours to PVE to promote a smooth
transition. Increase partnership opportunities to bridge infant/toddler to Pre-K and K-12.
(Elementary and Middle Schools)
Need to do more informing of the community beyond K and Pre K. Need to look at additional partnerships for
re-cm

a
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Birth — Age ,

I. Standards and Cut riuularn

.

11. Assessments

In. Instruction

I

Total by

13 /24

14 PA

22/48

26 /48

32 /54

30/54

.53 /98

1=11=
1 /54

19/30

17 /30

13 /30

33 /102

62/102

15 /27
Birth — Age 5

VI Partnerships

60/120

111111111111111

Literaoi Leadership, Goals, an
Sustain a bility

124/216

11111111111M11111

.1V. Professional 1earnin and
Practice

00/192

11 /18

64 /102

63/102

222/408

53/108

Elementary

44/72

Birth — Age 5

TOTAL by Statutory Area
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School Processes Data Needs Assessment Priority Areas for Improvement
1. Based on this Procedural Data Needs Assessment, how would your team prioritize your needs within each of the Statutory Funding Areas?
Birth to Age 5

2.

Elementary School

Middle School

High School

Based on this Needs Assessment, how would your team prioritize your needs within each of the Key Components of the PA Comprehensive
Literacy Plan?
Standards and
Curriculum

Assessments

Instruction

Professional
Learning

Literacy

Transitions

Partnerships

0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
000
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
23

Student Learning Data Needs Assessment in Reading
3. Team Analysis of District AYP Report Card http://paayp.emetric.net/StateReoort#report card.

The following tables provide state averages for graduation and PSSA Assessment Results by Grade Level. Individual teams may want to review
these data at the district and school levels.
i District/School Graduation
Rate

't 2010-2011 Report Card
,
14W11...M.M.O.W...........,,M.4.0.,.....3***

i All Students

.

1 Economically Disadvantaged
2010-2011 Report Card

i,
i
,
i

PA Average Graduation Rate

194%
85%
1No

Data

t
189%

I District/School % Proficient I
and Above in Reading

91%
86%
77%
85%

1717°.21

72%

Students with IEP's

4170

40%
25%

English Language Learners

136%

Economically Disadvantaged

1

2010-2011 Report Card

I

1 Students with IEP's
English Language Learners

I

1
1

58%

1

PA Average Proficient and
Above in Reading Grade 3
77%

No Data
79%
District % Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 5

1

46%

-4-

2010-2011 Report Card

All Students
'
,, Students with IEP's
, English Language Learners
Economically Disadvantaged

District % Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 3

84C
1007o

Economically Disadvantaged

;
t

68%

37%
64%

,

PA Average Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 5

,,

1
1
,
i
-1
:

PA Average Proficient and
Above in Reading

All Students

All Stu
de
nts
1

,
,

, ..180,....W...4
AMMI.A.M.Mal,I.M....M.M.I.N...........14,4M°M.03,......M.M.M..........

.

1 Students with IEP's
i English Language Learners

.,

67%

,

67%

127%

,

1 No Data
158%

,

33%
16%
51%

,

District % Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 4

PA Average Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 4

76%
51%
1NoData

73%
44%

1

28%

63%
District % Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 6

71%
14 „...
,No Data
54
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District % Proficient and
Above in Reading
Grade 7

2010-2011 Report Card
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Students with lEP's
c English Language Learners
Economically Disadvantaged

r; 2010-2011 Report Card
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Based upon team analysis of LEA AYP Report Card, please identify Priority Schools/Programs for Literacy Improvement as well as Priority Grades
for Literacy Improvement.
Priority Schools/ Programs for Literacy Improvement

:Pleasant Valley Intermediate
Pleasant Valley High

I Priority Grades for Literaty Improvement

!Based on test scores every grade 5, 6, 7, 8 and 11 is scoring below
!the state average in the IEP subgroup. The lowest performing
Igrades are 5, 6, and 11 in the All Students subgroup.

4. Team Analysis of PVAAS Projections
Please download the 2011 District (Grade Spans) Projection Summary report for all students, LLP students, IEP students and Economically
Disadvantaged students from https://pvaas.sas.com/evaas/signinisf.
Discussion Questions: Respond to each question district wide for each grade span, as well as for Educationally Disadvantaged, English Language
Learners, and Students with Individual Educational Plans.
•
•
•

How many students have between a 70-100% probability of scoring proficient or above on a future PSSA?
How many students have between a 40-70% probability of scoring proficient or above on a future PSSA?
How many students have between a 0-40% probability of scoring proficient or above on a future PSSA?
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For the following question, go to https://pvaas.sas.com/evaas/signin.jsf . Select Visit Public Site. Select New Scatterplot. Select your

district. Select Reading.
• In which PVAAS growth quadrant does your district fall? In which quadrant does each of the schools in your district fall?
• Indicate the position of your district AND schools across grades 4-8 AND 9-11 by including the name of the district and schools with the
PVAAS Growth Index and PSSA %Prof/Advanced in parentheses.
Example: Happy Brook Elementary (4.2, 65)
Higher % Proficient /Advanced
Lower Growth

Higher % Proficient / Advanced
Higher Growth

PVSD (3.72,77) PSSA Reading Grades 4-8
PVSD (1.47, 71.8) PSSA Reading Grades 9-11
PVH (1.28, 72) Reading
PVI (1.5, 74.5) Reading

Lower % Proficient / Advanced
Lower Growth

Lower % Proficient / Advanced
Higher Growth

Based on these data, please identify the schools that are demonstrating higher growth in reading, and subsequently appear to have the
greatest capacity for improvement:
Priority #1

Lower % Proficient/Advanced
Higher Growth

Schools:

Priority #2

Higher % Proficient/Advanced Schools:
Higher Growth

Pleasant Valley High (1.28, 72) Reading
Pleasant Valley Intermediate (1.5, 74.5) Reading
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Demographic Data Needs Assessment
5. Analysis of District and School Demographic Data [Insert Link to PIMS Report]

Pleasant Valley SD
Chettntithill El

Polk El
Pleasant Valley HS
Pleasant Valley MS
Pleasant Valley El

District/School Total Enrollment

% Free and
Reduced Lunch

English Languge Learners

1,765,660

38.41%

2.66%

5,786

198
433
1,602
1,025
1,211

k
2 3 0°4
.239..2

. 61 0k
31%
.1%

31.8%

<1%

3°%
34
32 .6
2%

<1%
1.5%

Students with an IEP

14.28%
13.3%
11.1%
13.8%

11.7%
13.7%
12.7%
15.7%

From a demographic standpoint, which of your schools has the greatest need based on free and reduced lunch rate, English language
learners, and students with Individual Educational Plans?

Pr
Prt
Pr

Pleasant Valley Intermediate
Pleasant Valley Elementary

Pleasant Valley Middle

Priority

!,i14

P riority

hbty.,.„
S hbot.

Polk Elementary

Pleasant Valley High
Chestnuthill Elementary

SChOO

r

oho

6. Team Analysis of Reach and Risk Data http://www.Pakevs.ora/uploadedtontent/Docs/ELinPA/2010ReachRisk Febll.pdf
Mapped below are the commonwealth's 67 counties and Average Risk Level (ARL) for each, based on the FY 2009-2010 analysis. The risk data shows that the
ARL has changed for several counties between 2006-2007 and 2009-2010. In fact, seven have increased in risk level while 14 decreased in risk level. Overall,
risk across the state remains high in the very urban and very rural areas.
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County Risk Level
2010 PA Reach and Risk
r

q

E ,
111 . SEE.

il 11111!qqq,1,1,1

1 Low Risk
Modo rcto-Low

Moderate-High
High Pick

Source: 2010 Program Reach and Risk Report
Percentage of children under age five affected by select risk factors. County information is available at
http://www.pakeys.orq/uploadedContent/Docs/ELinPA/countv%20merde%2010.26-10.pdf
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% in Pennsylvania

% In LEA County

Risk Factors

58.3%
20.4%
16.1%

53.6%
25.3%
12.3%
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he

Percentage of children under age five served in early education programs:
% in LEA County
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Head Ste",Sunt
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cedetatand state Head S
Preiikindergatten funded A PA
(formerly cP48.
sthae ne
inde g
d Pret(eYsto
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l-base P
artrie
11
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biktypro,.
duaHon
tam

% in Pennsylvania

9.5%
6.6%
0.4%:
1.7%

11.6%

2.1%

4.6%
.5%

0.0%
18.7% 0.0%
1.5%
30.1%

8.6%

.8%
1.6%

14.9%
2.4%
.6%
35.8%

Based on the Reach and Risk data for your County, what are the priority areas for Early Childhood Education Improvement?

Over 26% of babies born in the county are at risk due to the lack of prenatal care.
Parents must be aware that access to early intervention is available for all.
Publicly funded early childhood education Is lower than the PA state average in Monroe County.
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Locally Relevant Data (Including Perceptual Data)
Please use this space to list and/or discuss locally relevant data, including perceptual data, which help to shed light on the LEA and Early Childhood
Education program's priority literacy needs.
The following assessments provided information about student performance at individual, classroom, school, and district-wide levels to identify Pleasant Valley's
literacy needs:
Summative Assessments:
-PSSA exams — grades three through eight and eleven
-end of unit exams — grades seven through twelve
-final exams — grades seven through twelve
Formative Assessments:
-running records — kindergarten through four
-curriculum based measures (Houghton Mifflin weekly skills test) — kindergarten though grade four
-teacher observation tool — kindergarten through grade twelve
-classroom walkthroughs — kindergarten through grade twelve
-developmental guidelines — birth through age five
-state approved assessment systems of Work Sampling System and Ounce Scale — birth through age five
Benchmark Assessment:
-4Sight — grades five through eleven
-Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) — kindergarten through grade six
-DIBELS — kindergarten through grade four
-Houghton Mifflin unit exams — kindergarten through grade four
-Literacy Board Benchmark Assessment - grades five and six
-miscue analysis — grades five and six
-CIRCLE (Center for Improving Reading of Children for Learning and Education) — age four
Diagnostic Assessments:
-Quick Phonics Survey — kindergarten through grade four
-running records — kindergarten through grade four
-Really Great Reading Test — grades five through eleven
These formal and informal assessments afford responsive, data-driven practices in our classrooms. These multiple sources of evidence identify student deficiencies
and measure the influence of instruction which enabled Pleasant Valley to identify our literacy needs.
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Bringing It All Together: A Team Synthesis of Literacy Needs
7. Based upon your team's analysis of all of the data included in this needs assessment, will your LEA and application be:

IL District-wide

Targeted Schools and/or Programs

If you will be applying for Targeted Schools and/or Programs, please list them below.
I Targeted Schools/ Programs

i Enrollment

!k,M,,,,M.MSVIMMMMVMMMMTMMMMMMMMMMtMMMVMMMMI
,
:
1
i

1

F

This is the number that determines the dollars you
can request on your Full Application.

Total Enrollment of Targeted
; Schools/Programs

5,786

For District-wide Interventions, enter the total
enrollment for the district in this space.

Please describe your Team's rational for selecting district-wide or targeted schools/programs.
Because of the Pleasant Valley School District grade configuration does not follow the structure identified in the Local Literacy Needs Assessment document, the
grade levels overlap which warranted district wide intervention as opposed to specific targeted areas. Our grade level configurations are kindergarten through grade
four (elementary), grades five through seven (intermediate), grades eight through nine (middle), and grades ten through twelve (high).
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8. Highest Priority Areas for Literacy Improvement in District-wide or Targeted Schools/Programs. These are the items that will, most likely,
become your Full Application goals and objectives.
Your team has determined literacy priorities based on procedural data, student achievement data, demographic data, and locally relevant data.
This information must now be synthesized into the highest priority areas for literacy improvement that your team would like to focus on in its
Keystones to Opportunity Full Application. Please enter as many as your team determines feasible and be as specific as possible.

To develop a ransition plan for birth through twelth rade to e sure the literacy teaming of all students.
To enhance professional opportunities for all stakeholders in birth through grade eight.
„

To establish a data culture* for all st keholders for birth through grade five to monitor ongoing improvement of student& lite

0rity4

To develop a plan for effective assessment practices to be implemented in grades five though twelve.
o implement the use o scientifically based core literacy materials from birth to age five.
To implement the use of scientifically based core literacy materials in grades five and six.

Please describe your Team's rationale for selecting these priorities.
The school district selected as its priority to develop a transition plan for birth through grade twelve to ensure the literacy learning of all students is maximized. We
view literacy learning as a shared responsibility of all stakeholders within and outside the broader community.
The second priority area is to enhance professional development opportunities for all stakeholders from birth through grade twelve in order to teach effectively in the
schools of the 21st Century. Because literacy is an important skill and serves as a tool for learning, it is an essential element at all levels birth through grade twelve.
The third priority area is to establish a "data culture" for all stakeholders from birth through age five to monitor the ongoing improvement of students' early literacy
skills. This needs to be established to set high expectations for all learners. Coupled with high expectations, there needs to be a belief that all learners are capable
of acquiring literacy skills that will enable them to become successful as adults.
The fourth priority area that was selected is to develop a plan for effective assessment practices in grades five through twelve. These assessments should drive
instruction and address a full range of learners and must be differentiated to meet each child's needs.
The fifth area of priority is to implement the use of scientifically based core literacy materials from birth through grade six. Evidence based decision making must be
at the heart of all educational instructional decisions related to literacy development and the acquisition of literacy skills. Scientifically based materials provide
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multiple perspectives and experiences that provide opportunities for learners to appreciate their own culture as well as learn about the culture of others.

Certification of Participation for Planning Team Members
By signing this document, I certify that I have participated fully this LEA's Literacy Needs Assessment Planning Team. I understand, and agree for
the most part, with the priorities that have been identified both within each section of the Needs Assessment and overall on pages 30 and 31.

Name (printed)
Joshua R. Krebs

Signature

Date
12/19/2011

Keri I. Ramsay

12/19/2011

Lori Hagerman

12/19/2011

Jamie Schuler

12/19/2011

Penny Derr

12/19/2011

Dora Tartar

12/19/2011

Valerie Eblin

12/19/2011

Lee J. Lesisko

12/19/2011

Lisa Eick

12/19/2011

Erica L. Walters

12/19/2011

Christopher Fisher

12/19/2011

Carole Geary

12/19/2011
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